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ABSTRACT
Information Security has become one of the most
pressing issues facing businesses in today’s
competitive e-commerce that is driven by online
transactions. User authentication serves as the first
line of defence against security breaches, which
predominantly uses passwords. There have been
growing controversies as per the minimum length of
a password required to make the password withstand
guessing and hacking attacks. For example, a
password can receive a rating as “strong” with only
six characters on Facebook but not on Gmail where it
must have at least eight characters. There is,
therefore, the urgent need to address these minimum
password length controversies in view of its negative
consequences on the security of the end-users’ web
accounts. In this paper, a mathematical model for
determining minimum password length was
developed. A combination of entropy formula and the
bit strength threshold were used in developing the
mathematical model, which was implemented using
PHP. This was tested and a table of minimum
password length needed for different character sets
was generated. It is hoped that software developers as
well as web account owners will find the table useful.

KEYWORDS
Bit Strength Threshold, Brute-Force Attacks, Entropy
Model, Minimum Password Length, Randomness

1 INTRODUCTION
A password is a character or sequence of
characters used to determine that a device user
requesting access to a system is really that
particular user [1]. The main authentication
mechanism employed in millions of computer
installations and websites is passwords [2].

According to [3] and [4], password will continue
to maintain its predominance as a form of
authentication even in the face of new
developments in authentication systems such as
biometric. This seems to remain unchanged in
the foreseeable future [3, 5, 6]. This is so
because of its easiness, cost effectiveness,
simplicity and familiarity to all users [5, 7]. In
addition, it provides adequate security to the
end-users’ online accounts, although there are
some concerns about weak passwords which can
lead to weak security [7]. However, findings
from separate studies conducted by [8] and [9]
showed that the weakness is not within the
password authentication itself, but the choice of
the passwords by the end-users.
Since passwords are the first line of defence in
web accounts, there is the need to educate
end-users on how to create good passwords.
Towards this end, many systems administrators
as well as software developers provide advice to
their users on how to construct a good password.
This advice comes in form of password policies,
feedback mechanism, among others. One of
these password policies is the minimum
password length. However, there have been
growing controversies on the minimum
password length that can give the needed
protection of end-users’ online accounts. These
conflicting minimum password lengths bring
confusion to the end-users with far reaching
negative consequences on the security of the
end-users’ web accounts. This calls for urgent
scientific solution. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first scientific attempt at resolving the
minimum password length controversy.
1
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The remainder of this paper is organized into
five sections namely: brief history of password
development, related work, methodology,
implementation
and
results.
Finally,
recommendations
and
conclusion
were
discussed.
2 BRIEF HISTORY OF PASSWORD
DEVELOPMENT
Password, which was formerly called watchword
in the olden days, has been used since ancient
times, especially in the Roman military. In those
days, a sentry, that is, a soldier stationed at a
place, especially at a gate to prevent the passage
of unauthorized persons, would challenge those
wishing to enter an area or approaching it to
supply a watchword and would only allow such
a person or group of persons to pass if they knew
the watchword [10]. In modern times, usernames
and passwords whose implementation were
pioneered by Unix system are commonly used
by people during a login process that controls
access to protected devices. It was initially
implemented on a simple text password system
whereby account passwords were stored
verbatim in a file [11]. Even though the file was
protected from casual reading and writing, a
privileged or skillful user could gain access to
the file, thereby compromising all end-users'
passwords. As a result of this drawback, [12]
proposed securing each password with
encryption before storing them during account
creation. During login at a later time, the system
would encrypt the entered password, compare
the result to the stored encrypted password for
that user, and grant access if they matched.
Otherwise, access is denied. The encryption, in
this regards added a layer of security to the
stored passwords.
However, if the encryption key is compromised
or broken, all passwords would also be
compromised. To remedy this vulnerability, [13]
and [14] proposed passing the entered password
through a one-way hashing function, instead of
using encryption. Thus, an attacker who
compromises a file of hashed passwords will not
be able to obtain the plaintext passwords without
performing a password guessing attack, whereby
the attacker chooses and hashes a candidate
password, and compares the result to each of the

hashes contained in the password file. Any hash
that matches the hash in the password file is the
actual password for the corresponding account.
From its introduction by Unix system, the study
of [5] considered the four decades of research
work on passwords and then classified
passwords into two generations, first and second
generation. The first generation considered
mainly two attributes, that is, security and
usability, while the second generation considered
three attributes, that is, security, usability and
deployability of the password the trade-off
between them.
3 RELATED WORK
End-users of today’s computer systems manage
a large number of online accounts that require
passwords. Each authentication system has
different rules or policies for which passwords
are acceptable and which passwords are not.
Some passwords must be eight characters; some
must be over eight characters; some must contain
multiple classes of characters; some cannot
accept certain characters [15].
An analysis of minimum and maximum
password lengths of twenty-three selected
websites that have very high global ranking in
terms of popularity was carried out by [16]. The
result of the work, which is presented in table 1,
showed that there is no uniformity in the web
community about the length of passwords.
Table 1. Minimum and Maximum Password Length of
some selected Websites
SN Website
Minimum
Maximum
Characters
Characters
1
Adobe
6
100
2
Amazon
6
128
3
Apple
8
32
4
Ebay
6
64
5
Evernote
6
64
6
Facebook
6
2001+
7
Flipkart
4
2001+
8
Google
8
100
9
Hotmail
8
16
10 IEEE
8
64
11 Linkedin
6
16
12 Lycos
6
20
13 Oracle
8
80
14 Outlook
8
16
15 PayPal
8
20
16 Pinterest
6
2001+
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Rediff
Springer
Stackoverflow
Twitter
Wikipedia
Wordpress
Yahoo

6
6
8
6
1
6
8

12
60
2001+
2001+
2001+
50
32

Source: Culled from [16]

From table 1, the minimum password length
ranges from one to eight. This clearly showed
that there is no consistency and common
agreement on the minimum and maximum
password length required for creating a password
that can give basic protection. Further findings
by [16] revealed that all the websites decide their
minimum and maximum characters to be
allowed in the password field according to their
own wish. In other words, there is no scientific
approach for determining minimum password
length among the websites studied.
In a related work, [2] conducted a study of
password policies of five different websites. The
result of this study which is presented in table 2,
showed a minimum password length of six to
eight characters.
Table 2. Minimum Password Length of some Websites
Name
Minimum Password Length
Gmail
8 characters minimum length
You Tube
8 characters minimum length
Facebook
6 characters minimum length
MS Live
8 characters minimum length
Yahoo
6 characters minimum length
Source: From [2]

Again, results from table 2 showed
non-uniformity in the minimum password
length. Furthermore, there is no scientific
approach used in arriving at this minimum
password length.
A study of password policies of seventy-four
different websites which included top, high and
medium traffic websites, universities, banks,
brokerages and government websites was
conducted by [17]. The result of the study is
presented in table 3.

Table 3. Minimum Password Length across 74 Websites

SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Website
Google
Facebook
Yahoo!
Youtube
AOL
Live
Wikipedia
eBay
Amazon
Ask
Weather
Answers
Myspace
Craigslist
Adobe
Capitalone.com
rockyou.com
typepad.com
overstock.com
latimes.com
intuit.com
cbssports.com
wowwiki.com
virginia.edu
pgatour.com
hollywood.com
occupied.com
istockphoto.com
highschoolsports.net
Fidelity
Vanguard
Schwab
WellsFargo
BoA
JP Morgan Chase
Citibank
PayPal
US Bank
Ohio State U
Arizona State U
U. of Florida
U. of Minn.
U. of Texas
U. Central Florida
Michigan State
Texas A & M
U. South Florida
Penn. State U
MIT
Stanford
UC Berkeley
CMU
UTUC
Cornell
Princeton
U. of Washington
Georgia Tech.
irs.gov

Minimum Password Length
8
6
6
6
8
6
1
6
6
6
6
1
6
6
6
8
8
6
5
6
6
4
1
6
1
1
4
5
1
6
8
6
6
8
7
6
8
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8
6
6
8
6
8
8
8
8
7
8
8
8
8
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59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

usps.com
nih.gov
ca.gov
ed.gov
noaa.gov
weather.gov
census.gov
ssa.gov
nasa.gov
U. of Phoenix
Columbia
Northwestern
VA
USAJobs
TreasuryDirect
Twitter

8
8
8
8
12
12
8
7
12
7
6
6
8
8
8
6

Source: Culled from [17]

From table 3, the result of the study showed a
minimum password length that varies from one
character to twelve characters. As in the case of
other studies highlighted above, there is no
scientific method of arriving at this minimum
password length.
Closely related to the work of [17] but with a
wider coverage was the work of [18] that
performed a study of how passwords are handled
in one hundred and fifty different websites. This
study was a large collection of password policies
and practices of one hundred and fifty websites.
The results of this study showed that 123
websites representing 82% imposed a minimum
password length, while 27 websites representing
18% do not restrict end-users to minimum
password length. By inference, it follows that
18% allow minimum password length of 1
character. Again, among the websites with
minimum password length the result showed no
uniformity as 78 websites (52%) accept
minimum password length of 6 characters,
followed by 21 and 15 websites (14% and 10%)
with a minimum password length of 4 and 5
characters respectively. This result is consistent
with the finding of [19], though with a smaller
sample. The findings from the two studies
showed that there is no uniformity in minimum
password length.
In a similar work, [20] presented a detailed
structural analysis of username segment in email addresses of MBA students in academic
institutions offering MBA courses in Gujarat
State of India. Their findings showed that the

institution tend to design the username segment
of their e-mail addresses by choosing words or
combination of words from specific categories.
The paper also highlights the use of special
characters, digits and random words in designing
the usernames. Other studies similar to this work
are the works of [21], [22] and [23]. These works
focused on textual analysis of digits used for
designing
Yahoo-Group
identifiers,
classification of character usage in unique
addresses employed for accessing Yahoo-Group
service and analysis of usage of four-digit year
number in designing Yahoo-Group identifiers
respectively. The results of these studies showed
an interesting user behavior in the use of digits,
character and four-digit year in designing
Yahoo-Group identifiers respectively. There is
no uniformity.
From the findings of the related work, it is clear
that there is no consensus on the minimum
password length. This has far reaching negative
implication on the security of the end-users’ web
accounts, hence the need for a scientific method
of determining minimum password length that
will be acceptable to all concern and withstand
online and offline attacks. This is the goal of this
paper.
4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 The Model Development Process
As discussed in the related work section, there
have been controversies on the minimum
password length requirement. To resolve these
controversies, we adopted a combination of
entropy formula and the bit strength threshold in
developing the model.
4.1.1 The Entropy Formula
The entropy of a given password according to
[24], [15] and [17] is given by:
H= Len *(Log (C))/(Log (2))
where:
H is the computed entropy of the password;
Len is the length of the password; and
C is the character set that make up the password.
4
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Using equation (1), the entropy per character for
various character pools is given in table 4.
Table 4. Entropy per Character for various Character pools

SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Character Set
Numeric
Lowercase
Uppercase
Symbols (Special Characters)
Numeric+Lowercase
Numeric+Uppercase
Numeric+Symbols
Lowercase+Uppercase
Numeric+Lowercase+Uppercase
Numeric+Lowercase+Symbols
Numeric+Lowercase+Uppercase+
Symbols

Entropy
3.222
4.701
4.701
5.045
5.170
5.170
5.427
5.701
5.955
6.109
6.570

From table 4, it showed that a combination of
numeric, lowercase, uppercase and symbols to
create a password gives the highest entropy,
hence the highest security. This entropy is the
ideal situation where the end-user makes the
password very random. This ideal situation is
only obtainable from machine-generated
password, hence we shall develop the entropy
formula for both machine-generated passwords
and human-generated passwords.
4.1.1.1 The Entropy Formula of a
Machine-Generated Password
In this case, equation (1) holds. Thus, if we take
Len1 for the minimum password length for the
machine-generated password, then equation (1)
becomes:
 H= Len1*(Log (C))/(1.1*Log(2))
Len1= (H*Log(2))/(Log(C))

and


where:
Len1 is the minimum password length for the
machine-generated password;
H is the minimum entropy needed to withstand
brute-force/guessing attacks.
C is the character set.
4.1.1.2 The Entropy Formula of a
Human-Generated Password
Since human-generated password is just slightly
random, equations (2) and (3) can not apply.
According to [25], when an end-user generates a

password using either lowercase characters only
or uppercase characters only, the randomness of
the password is estimated to be between 2 and 3
bits
per
character
as
against
the
machine-generated 4.7 bits. This showed that
when an end-user chooses a password, about
36% (1.7 bits) to 57% (2.7 bits) of its
randomness is lost when compared to machine
generated passwords.
From the foregoing and using the lower bound
which has more frequency (67%), we modify
equation (1) by introducing a penalty of 1.1 bits
which is 67% of 1.7 bits. The penalty introduced
is to accommodate the randomness lost in a
human chosen password. Thus, if we take Len2
as the length of the human-generated password,
then equation (1) becomes:
H= Len2*(Log (C))/(1.1*Log(2))
Len2= (H*1.1*Log(2))/(Log(C))

and


where:
Len2 is the minimum password length of the
human-generated password;
H is the minimum entropy needed to withstand
brute-force/guessing attacks.
C is the character set.
1.1 is the penalty introduced to accommodate the
randomness lost.
4.1.2 The Bit Strength Threshold
The bit strength threshold is used to determine
the minimum entropy required to withstand
brute-force/guessing attacks. It should be noted
that some basic benchmarks have been
established for brute-force searches in the
context of attempting to find keys used in
encryption. The problem is not the same since
these approaches involve astronomical numbers
of trials, but the results are suggestive for
password choice.
The following historical background will lead us
in finding answer to the minimum entropy
required to withstand brute-force attacks. The
56-bit DES encryption was broken by [26] in
less than 3 days using specially designed
hardware. In a related development, the 64-bit
key was cracked by [27] in 1757 days or 4 years,
5
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9 months and 23 days. Furthermore, [28] started
work on a 72-bit key in 2002. The progress made
so far is shown in Figure 1.

Aggregate Statistics
Total Blocks to Search:
Total Blocks Tested:
Overall Rate:
Total Keys to Search:
Total Keys Tested:
Overall Rate:
Percent Complete:
Time Working:

1,099,511,627,776
51,418,910,459
111 Block/Sec
4,722,366,482,869,645,213,696
220,842,538,817,357,348,864
477,498,207,170 Keys/Sec
4.677%
5,353 days

Figure 1. RC5-72/Overall Project Stats as at 29/07/2017
Source: www.stats.distributed.net/project.php?project_id=8

From Figure 1, a total of 5,353 days or 14.7
years has been used with 4.677% completion.
Based on the above result, [28] estimated that
cracking a 72-bit key using current hardware will
take about 45, 579 days or 124.8 years.
As a result of the above examples, there can be
no exact answer to the somewhat different
problems of the password strength required to
resist brute-force attacks in practice. However,
[29] recommended 80-bit for the most secured
passwords. In this paper, we adopted the
recommendation of [29] as the bit strength
threshold.
4.2 The Proposed Model for Determining the
Minimum Password Length
The goal of this work is to develop a model that
will take care of both machine-generated
passwords and human-generated passwords. To
achieve this, we made use of the recommended
bit strength threshold of 80-bit, and a
combination of equations (3) and (5). Thus, the
model for computing the minimum password
length is given by equation (6):
Len=1/2((80*Log(2))/(Log(C))+80*1.1*Log(2))
/(Log(C)))
(6) and
Len=1/2{(Log(2)/Log(C))*(168)}

(7)

where:
Len is the minimum password length;
80 is the bit strength threshold, that is, the
minimum entropy needed to withstand bruteforce/guessing attacks according to [29].
C is the character set.
1.1 is the penalty introduced to accommodate the
randomness lost if it is a human-generated
password.
Equation (6) is the developed Model.
4.3 Algorithm of the Model
The Model algorithm is presented below.
Let C be each character set
Let
C1..C11
be
numeric,
lowercase..
num+lowcase+uppcase+special characters
Select Choice (C1…C11)
If (choice = C1) then
C=C1
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C2) then
C=C2
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C3) then
C=C3
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C4) then
C=C4
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C5) then
C=C5
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C6) then
C=C6
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C7) then
C=C7
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C8) then
C=C8
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C9) then
6
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C=C9
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C10) then
C=C10
CALL MODEL
endif
If (choice = C11) then
C=C11
CALL MODEL
endif
END
PROCEDURE MODEL
Len=1/2((Log(2)/Log(C))*(168))
OUTPUT Len
ENDPROC
5 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The model was implemented using PHP. The
result obtained when different character set was
supplied to the program is presented in table 5.
Table 5. Summary of Minimum Password Length for
various Character Pools.
Character Set
Minimum Password
Length
Numeric only
25
Lowercase only
18
Uppercase only
18
Symbols (Special
17
Characters) only
Numeric+Lowercase
16
Numeric+Uppercase
16
Numeric+Symbols
15
Lowercase+Uppercase
15
Numeric+Lowercase+
14
Uppercase
Numeric+Lowercase+
14
Symbols
Numeric+Lowercase+
13
Uppercase+Symbols

From table 5, the minimum password length
when all character sets are used in creating a
password is 13. It is 25 if the character set is
numeric only. Interestingly, a combination of
numeric and lowercase to form a password has
the same minimum password length as when a
combination of numeric and uppercase is used to
create the password, which in both cases the
minimum password lengths are 16. Other
minimum password lengths are 18 when
lowercase only or uppercase only is used in
creating a password; it is 14 when either,

numeric, lowercase and uppercase or numeric,
lowercase and symbols are used in forming the
password. It is 15 when either numeric and
symbols are used in creating the password or
lowercase and uppercase are used in creating the
password.
The first implication of the study is that the
authentication scheme such as the ATM
currently being used in Nigeria that requires only
4 digits is not healthy in driving a cashless
economy of the country as this will increase
guessing and other related attacks.
The second implication is that users should be
educated on the need to make their passwords as
random as possible and to adhere to the
minimum password length in line with table 5 on
all web accounts.
6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONCLUSION
6.1 Recommendations
(1) Existing authentication schemes that require
only 4 digits as password should adjust
immediately to the minimum password length
outlined in table 5.
(2) Future authentication schemes developers
should enforce minimum password length in line
with table 5 and also enforce password
randomness.
6.2 Conclusion
This work has tried to put an end to the
controversies surrounding minimum password
length by using a scientific method in arriving at
the minimum password length of different
character sets. Developers are encouraged to
make reference to table 5 and/or equation (7)
when developing password authentication
scheme.
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ABSTRACT
While conducting a Digital Forensic Investigation
(DFI), detectives make use of specialised skills and
knowledge to capture, manage and analyse enormous
amounts of Potential Digital Evidence (PDE) data and
information, which may be used to support legal
actions during civil or criminal proceedings in a court
of law. However, based on the nature of the DFI
process, new skills and knowledge may sometimes be
needed to handle an incident at hand. This is because
every DFI process may be unique and might differ
greatly from previously handled DFI processes, hence
the need for new knowledge and skills. The problem
addressed in this paper, however, is that, most of the
new knowledge generated during DFI processes is not
explicitly recorded and this hampers external reviews
and training of other digital forensic investigators. Past
experience may and should be used to train new digital
forensic personnel, as a way of fostering knowledge
sharing and reuse among digital forensic investigators
and law enforcement agencies. In the long run, such
initiatives will expose any new generated knowledge
and information to quality assessment by the digital
forensic community and other third parties. For this
reason, the authors in this paper examine the subject of
Knowledge Management (KM) as a strategic asset in
digital forensic investigations to support legal actions
in court and civil proceedings. As a new contribution,
this paper goes further to propose a Knowledge
Management Life Cycle (KMLC) that can be
beneficial to digital forensic community. This
proposition is meant to encourage knowledge sharing
and reuse as well as enhance the process of knowledge
capturing and development during a digital forensic
investigation process.

1 INTRODUCTION
We live in a globalised world which has evidently
shown that our lives have been overtaken by
technology and sporadic-savvy innovations of the
21st century that a majority are struggling to catch
up with. These techno-savvy innovations have
created tech-enabled societies and it is a fact that it
has made technology to become too personal. As a
result of these technological trends, data and
information has become an aspect that is being
utilised in all areas of our daily lives. This
technological impact has also been felt by
individuals, businesses, governments, scientists,
military, agriculturalist, and among other areas of
our life today. This can be attributed to the
explosion of digital devices and the growth of the
internet which has integrated the way
communication and information is disseminated
across different geographic regions.
The impact of this integration has also attracted
considerable interests from many disciplines. In
fact, it has been felt across diverse disciplines and
this has, in most cases, been used as a basis for
development purposes. Based on this it has
become possible to create information centric
portals or infrastructures like supply chain
management, cloud-based architectures that have
been used to share information irrespective of the
location. It is worth noting that in these
developments, innovations and evolutions, data,
information and knowledge has been a critical
aspect.

KEYWORDS
Knowledge management, strategic asset, digital
forensic investigations, life cycle, knowledge creation,
development, sharing and re-use

One adverse effect that has been experienced as a
result of device integration and simplified
communication, for example, is the aspect of
having adversaries that have managed to capitalise
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on these benefits by being able to conduct digital
crimes over computer-based networks. This has in
turn led to the development of Digital Forensics
(DF) which is a science that investigates digital
crimes using scientifically proven methods [1]. To
provide proof that a digital crime has occurred,
one needs to extract Potential Digital Evidence
(PDE) from the voluminous information in order
to prove or refute a fact in a court of law.
However, any piece of PDE captured can only be
admissible in a court of law based on the standards
and rules of evidence which then needs special
knowledge and skills to handle it.
Dealing and coping with this plethora of data,
information, skills and the knowledge that is
associated with the PDE is a concern because data
streams in huge volumes and in complex
structures [2]. Therefore, the authors argue that,
there is a need for the digital forensic experts and
the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) to have a
way of managing knowledge in such a way that it
helps investigators extract evidential artefacts
from digital environments in the best way possible
so that the PDE is able to satisfy admissibility in a
court of law.
For this reason, special knowledge is usually
required when dealing with this aspect of Digital
Forensic Investigations (DFI); however, there
exist no effective techniques through which the
forensic experts and the LEA can use to share this
knowledge and skills with ease. More specifically,
for collaborative expertise regarding new
knowledge and other aspects related to the
extracted PDE. Therefore, the authors proposed a
Knowledge Management Life Cycle (KMLC) that
allows and encourages not only sharing but also
reusing new knowledge generated during the
processes of extracting PDE. This demarcation has
been used as a standpoint that is able to bring out
new techniques through which Knowledge
Management (KM) can be used as a strategic asset
in DF.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. In Section 2, we present a brief
background of the existing literature, reviewing
KM research specifically. In Section 3, we provide

a related work on our analysis of the trends of KM
research. KM in DF is presented and discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 presents the proposed KMLC
for DF followed by a discussion of the same in
section 6. Finally, conclusions drawn from this
work and future work are highlighted in section 7.
2 BACKGROUND
In this section the authors briefly presents a
discussion on Knowledge Management (KM),
Digital Forensics (DF), as well as Digital
Evidence (DE).
2.1 Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management (KM) as highlighted by
Barclay and Murray [3] encompasses a technique
of identifying and making huge amount of
information accessible in an organisation through
sharing. However, Jiang, Liu and Cui [4] view it
as a process of automating knowledge across
organisations through the distribution of
information. These authors [4] have also pointed
out the key factors that a KM system should
satisfy, which include: ontology/taxonomy-based
[5], document-based, Artificial Intelligence (AI)based and web-based. According to BecerraFernandez and Sabherwal [6] KM consist of a
process that discovers, captures, shares and applies
knowledge for purposes of improving some
perceived objectives.
Turban [7] expresses KM to be a process that
identifies, selects, manages, transfers and
disseminates information in order to solve a
particular problem or in order to make a strategic
decision. Another author [8] brings out KM to be
an important strategic resource that enables the
utilisation of management processes and practices
to achieve its objective. This has been achieved by
harnessing the complexity involved and making
use of knowledge as a resource. In this paper,
however, KM is viewed as a process that involves
knowledge creation, knowledge discovery,
knowledge use or utilisation, knowledge
transfer/sharing or dissemination as well as
knowledge application and reuse. The details of
the Knowledge Management Processes (KMPs)
are summarised using the KMLC and are
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explained using Figure 1 presented in Section 4 of
this paper.
2.2 Digital Forensics (DF)
Hitherto, the discussion has mainly been focused
on the techniques through which knowledge can
be shared so that it can aid in conducting DFIs. DF
is a science that targets to provide proof of
occurrence of an incident through the use of
scientifically proven methods. DF can be applied
across many areas like database forensics where
huge amount of information can be stored, mobile
forensics, cloud forensics, multimedia forensics,
software forensics, computer forensics among
other areas.
There exist a number of processes that have been
proposed that helps to achieve these scientific
processes. For example, Kohn, Olivier and Eloff
[9] have proposed a process model with the
following;
preparation,
investigation
and
presentation. Kebande and Venter [10] have also
proposed a Cloud Forensic Readiness-as a service
(CFRaaS) Model while the Digital Forensic
Research Working Group (DFRWS) proposed a
process consisting of identification, collection,
preservation, examination and analysis and
presentation [11]. Lastly, Kruse II, Warren and
Heiser [12] also proposed a process acquisition,
authentication and analysis.
In this paper, the authors argue that DF
investigators and the Law Enforcement Agencies
(LEA) need to find techniques for managing and
sharing new knowledge generated during any DFI
process. This can be a stepping stone towards
effective analysis of digital evidence, particularly
in extracting “digitised knowledge” from digital
sources. If this knowledge is shared among the
forensic expert then it might act as a strategic tool
that can give evidential insights hence making any
evidence to be probative. Nevertheless, Beebe [13]
highlighted that DF provides a mainstream
knowledge that allows the tracks, traces and
footprints that are left behind to be probative,
hence the need to manage this knowledge to the
success of any DFI process.
2.2 Digital Forensic Evidence

Carrier and Spafford [14] in their research study
on digital event reconstruction of a crime scene
highlighted that digital evidence of an incident can
be considered to be digital data, which might
contain useful information. This information can
be used to develop a hypothesis that can refute or
support the occurrence of a digital incident. DF
experts and LEA solely depend on digital
evidence extensively whenever they want to link a
digital crime with the perpetrator. Research by
Karie, Kebande and Venter [15] presented
taxonomy for Digital Forensic Evidence (DFE),
which was able to show different categories of
DFE that can be of potential value to investigators.
Based on this taxonomy, it is easy to uniquely
manage some knowledge based on the types of
evidence.
For digital evidence to be considered for
presentation in a legal basis it should have a
capability of satisfying probative or prejudicial
value [16]. However, the following aspects should
also be satisfied: Admissibility, evidential
integrity and digital preservation. Based on this
aspect, Karie, Kebande and Venter [17]; Karie and
Venter, [18] proposed a framework for digital
evidence traceability that was able to trace digital
evidence from a list of evidences and a framework
for potential digital evidence presentation
respectively. From the discussion that has been
presented in this section, it is evident that for KM
and sharing digital data among forensic experts is
important, especially when trying to analyse
different aspects of digital evidence from a crime
scene.
3 RELATED WORKS
Looking at what has previously been done by
different researchers, the authors acknowledge the
following studies that have played a significant
role in this current study. A Digital Forensic
Web-Based System (DFWBS) that is able to share
knowledge was proposed by Buang, and Daud
[19]. This system adopted a throwaway
prototyping methodology to incorporate users,
knowledge sharing, knowledge classification and
the creation of knowledge. While this research
was able to put across a novel proposition, it was
presented in a superficial approach.
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Another research by Tanner and Dampier [20]
proposed an approach for re-using and managing
knowledge in DF examination. This study allowed
LEA to be able to manage the details of the cases
of Digital Forensic Evidence (DFE). Additionally,
these authors were able to apply the concept of
mapping cases using domain modelling approach
as a suitable technique. Another technique for
managing DF knowledge has highlighted an
approach where lessons of KM are applied to DF.
This aspect has enabled the creation of a National
Repository of Digital Forensic Intelligence
(NRDFI) which has proved to be useful [21].
More research proposed by Ćosić, et al. [22] as
well as Karie and Kebande [5] optimises
ontological approaches to enable studying and
managing the chains of custody for digital
evidence. These studies have been able to define
procedures that could manage digital evidence by
use of taxonomy (classifications). Another study
by Karie, Kebande and Venter [15] has
highlighted techniques that can be used to identify
or give knowledge by presenting a taxonomical
approach for digital forensic evidence. In this
study, the common understanding of digital
evidence was able to be presented using
taxonomy.
While the above mentioned research studies
remains useful and insightful while sharing
knowledge in DF domain, none of these studies
was focused towards KMLC as has been proposed
in this paper, however, we highly acknowledge the
contribution made by the above mentioned
authors. The next section presents the concepts of
KM in DF.
4 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN
DIGITAL FORENSICS
With the continued evolution in digital technology
and other technological devices, the world is
bound to experience more cyber security issues
now than before. This also implies that the world
will further experience more malicious actors that
break into digital systems and networks to cause
havoc or steal and manipulate sensitive data. For
this reason, specialised knowledge and skills will

always be needed to help any DFE to be able to
gather or process any PDE at a crime scene.
However, the biggest problem as at the time of
this study is in the management of the Digital
Forensic Knowledge (DFK) and using it as a
strategic asset in Digital Forensic Investigations
(DFIs). This section of the paper therefore
presents the concept of KM as a strategic asset in
DFIs.
Note that in any organisation, a strategic asset is
usually an asset that is needed by the organisation
in order for it to maintain its’ ability to achieve its
goals. Without such assets, the future of the
organisation could be at risk. This therefore means
that, if DF is to achieve its goals then KM is that
strategic asset that should be taken seriously and
highly
valued
during
digital
forensic
investigations.
In this regard, therefore, the authors argue that the
success of any DFI process is to some extent
dependent on the knowledge and skills used by
DFEs. This includes the knowledge of all the steps
of the DFI processes as well as a good
understanding of how to use the DF tools and
techniques to achieve the goals of the
investigation process. It is on these grounds, that
the authors believe that such knowledge and skills
in DF are critical to the success of a DFI process
hence the needs to treat it like any other strategic
asset in an organisation. The knowledge and skills
owned by a digital forensic investigator is what
can easily determine the success or failure of an
investigation process. This is also to mean that,
such knowledge and skills are usually critical to
any defensive strategy as well as the DF process
itself.
Finally, for the DFI process to have the ability to
achieve its goals, the authors have come up with a
Knowledge Management Life Cycle (KMLC) for
the DF domain. In the next section of this paper,
an explanation of the proposed KMLC for DF is
presented.
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5
PROPOSED
KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT LIFE CYCLE (KMLC) FOR
DIGITAL FORENSICS
This section presents a KMLC for the DF domain
as a new contribution. An explanation of how the
KMLC can be used to help DF detectives during
any DFI process is also explained. The authors
concentrate on discussing the important aspects
that can be used to help digital forensic
investigators to learn how to manage and possibly
share and re-use knowledge acquired during a DFI
process. The KMLC is presented in two
approaches as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2
respectively.
Figure 1 show the high-level view of the KMLC
which is then followed by an all-inclusive and
detailed KMLC process presented later in Figure
2. From Figure 1, the reader can infer that the
high-level view of the life cycle consists of five
distinctive phases namely: Knowledge Creation,
Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Use or
Utilisation, Knowledge Transfer, Sharing or
Dissemination and finally Knowledge Application
and Re-use.
The Knowledge Creation phase as shown in
Figure 1 deals with the ability to create new DF
knowledge as well as the formation of new ideas
through interactions between explicit and tacit
knowledge in individual human minds. Note that,
according to Helie, et al. [23], explicit knowledge
is knowledge that can be readily articulated,
codified, accessed and verbalized. It can be easily
transmitted to others. Most forms of explicit
knowledge can be stored in certain media. The
information contained in encyclopaedias and
textbooks are good examples of explicit
knowledge. On the other hand, tacit knowledge is
the kind of knowledge that is difficult to transfer
to another person by means of writing it down or
verbalizing it. The Knowledge Discovery phase
deals with discovering and extracting useful
knowledge from an existing collection of DF data.

Figure 1: High level view of a KMLC for Digital
Forensics
Next is the Knowledge Use or Utilisation which is
the ability to apply any new knowledge generated
or obtained to solve a problem or achieve DF
goals. The Knowledge Transfer, Sharing, or
Dissemination seeks to distribute and share
knowledge from one DF investigator to another as
well as ensure its availability to future
investigators.
Knowledge
Transfer
or
dissemination is a crucial part of KM because it
ensures that new knowledge is available to those
who need to use it. Knowledge Application and
re-use as seen from Figure 1 is the last phase of
the KMLC and its objective is to make sure that
any new and available knowledge is applied, used
or re-used to make decisions and perform tasks
through direction and routines. Each of the KMLC
phases shown in Figure 1 has been described in
detail using the all-inclusive KMLC process
shown in Figure 2.
5.1 Knowledge Creation
Knowledge creation is a continuous process where
users are exposed to new knowledge through
education and training, interaction with other
digital forensic experts, collaborations as well as
through individual experience and practice. This
phase is labelled 1 in Figure 2. The sub-processes
associated with knowledge creation are briefly
explained below.
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5.1.1 Education and Training
This is when digital forensic experts may use their
communication skills and knowledge to guide and
train fellow forensic experts as well as help them
develop and learn new knowledge and skills
related to digital forensic activities. The primary
objective of the education and training phase in
this study is to equip digital forensic investigators
with knowledge, know-how, skills and
competences required to handle a DFI process.
This also helps them develop critical thinking
skills which is an ingredient of creating new
knowledge.
5.1.2 Interaction with Digital Forensic Experts
The goal of interacting with digital forensic
experts is to help other forensic investigators learn
and exchange new ideas in the domain. Interaction
with DF experts is one way to give forensic
investigators a more realistic exposure to how
other forensic experts use their knowledge and
skills to meet the objectives of a DF process. This
helps in creating an environment where new
investigators can think of new ways and new
knowledge of dealing with a PDE.
5.1.3 Collaborations
Collaboration can be viewed as the process of
working with someone to realise or achieve
something successfully [24]. In the case of this
paper, DF investigators should always be allowed
to collaborate as a way to achieve a defined and
common purpose which is a successfully DF
investigation process. Collaboration encourages
openness among DF investigators and knowledge
sharing as a way to achieve the results of the
collaborative effort. Collaboration can also be an
avenue to creating new ways and new knowledge
of handling a DF investigation process.

further helps them reduce mistakes during a DF
investigation process. According to Angelo [25],
the difference between practice and experience is
that practice is often controlled. However, the real
world has many variables. The more you deal with
all the different variables, the better you become at
dealing with and anticipating them hence
experience is gained. Finally, as stated by Frost
[26], the shift in condition between the possession
of knowledge and the act of knowing something
that comes about through education and training,
interaction with other digital forensic experts,
collaborations as well as through practice and
experience is the driving force in creation of new
knowledge.
5.2 Knowledge Discovery
The continued growth of digital data due to
technological advances has created an immense
need for knowledge discovery methodologies. In
the case of this paper, the knowledge discovery
phase deals with: Knowledge Identification,
Knowledge Capture or Extraction, Knowledge
Classification as well as Knowledge Selection.
This phase is labelled 2 in Figure 2 and is briefly
explained in the sub-sections to follow.
5.2.1 Knowledge Identification
Knowledge Identification refers to the process of
proactively identifying different forms of
knowledge and transforming data or isolated facts
with no meaning and information or interpreted
data with meaning in to a value-added actionable
resource. Having an understanding of the different
forms of knowledge that exist in digital forensic
and being able to distinguish between various
types of knowledge in in the domain is an
essential step for KM [26].

5.1.4 Individual Practice and Experience
Individual investigation practices helps DF
investigators gain some level of experience. This
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Figure 2: All-inclusive KMLC for Digital Forensics
5.2.2 Knowledge Capture or Extraction
In digital forensics, knowledge capture or
extraction will make tacit knowledge explicit. As
mentioned earlier, explicit knowledge refers to
codified knowledge, such as that found in
documents, while tacit refers to non-codified
knowledge and often personal or experience-based
knowledge. This is the process that turns
knowledge that is resident in the mind of a digital
forensic investigator, for example, into an explicit
representation available for use by others in
different documented forms.
5.2.3 Knowledge Classification
Digital forensic knowledge classification can be
represented in three groups: general knowledge,
domain-specific knowledge and site specific

knowledge. General knowledge is true for most
online documents while domain specific
knowledge is true in a particular domain like
digital forensics. Site specific knowledge is true
for a particular site. Site specific knowledge
mainly consists of the site specific data formatting
conventions. This process helps DF investigators
to know what type of knowledge is needed for
extracting different types of PDE during
investigations through classification.
5.2.4 Knowledge Selection
Knowledge selection in the digital forensic
domain aims at selecting relevant knowledge out
of a knowledge base for a particular task e.g.
evidence acquisition from a crime scene.
Knowledge selection is important for supporting
knowledge re-use in DF by the digital forensic
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investigators. This is backed up by the fact that,
every digital investigation process may be unique
and differs greatly from any previous handled
processes; hence the need for specific carefully
selected knowledge and skills to be used to
support a forensic investigation at hand.
5.3 Knowledge Use or Utilisation
Knowledge use or utilisation according to
larapedia [27] is using accumulated knowledge to
tackle problems, develop new products and deal
with unfamiliar situations. Knowledge is of no use
unless it is applied to solve problems [27].
Knowledge utilisation may also include various
activities aimed at increasing the use of
knowledge to solve problems. In this case, digital
forensics practitioners usually acquire, construct,
synthesise, share and apply this knowledge during
DFIs. This phase is labelled 3 in Figure 2 and has
knowledge absorption, knowledge exploration and
knowledge exploitation which are discussed next.
5.3.1 Knowledge Absorption
Knowledge absorption in the context of digital
forensics can be understood as the process of
acquiring knowledge from outside entities such as
from universities and Colleges. Absorption is
important because most of the new digital forensic
knowledge is usually created outside any
particular organisation. For any digital forensic
practitioner to use or utilise any knowledge, it
should first be absorbed hence the need for
knowledge absorption in this phase. Universities
and colleges play a key role in equipping digital
forensic investigators with this knowledge before
releasing them for field practise.
5.3.2 Knowledge Exploration
This can be seen as the process of creating new
knowledge. Once knowledge has been absorbed,
the forensic practitioners can then use such
knowledge to further create new digital forensic
knowledge. This process supports many other
process of the KMLC shown in Figure 2. For
example, collaborations can lead to creating new
knowledge as well.

5.3.3 Knowledge Exploitation
Once new knowledge has been created, the digital
forensic practitioners can then exploit such
knowledge. Knowledge exploitation is the fullest
and most profitable use of absorbed knowledge by
any individual. This also implies, effectively
making the best use of any new generated
knowledge in the domain of interest. It also refers
to the use of existing knowledge from various
sources by the same individual. The individual in
this case is the digital forensic practitioner.
5.4 Knowledge Transfer, Sharing or
Dissemination
Knowledge transfer refers to sharing or
disseminating of knowledge and providing inputs
to problem solving [28]. The main objective is to
transfer knowledge from one digital forensic
practitioner to another. Knowledge transfer also
seeks to organise, create, capture or distribute
knowledge and ensure its availability for future
digital forensic practitioners. This can be achieved
through investigator training as well as
investigation case studies.
5.4.1 Investigator Training
Digital forensic investigator training is the process
of preparing digital forensic practitioners to be
able to carry out successful investigation
processes. In the case of this paper, it includes all
the activities needed by the practitioners to
support digital forensic investigation process
including the creation of new knowledge. Digital
forensic investigator training provides assurance
that new digital forensic practitioners are fully
equipped with all the required knowledge, skills,
and abilities that are expected of all digital
forensic investigators to meet the rigorous
demands of the digital forensic environment in
which they will always operate. Universities and
colleges can also be used to train digital forensic
investigators by exposing them to real life crime
scene investigation case studies.
5.4.2 Investigation Case Studies
A case study is usually a report about a situation
that has been studied over a period of time. In the
case of this paper, we refer to digital crime scene
investigation case studies. When used in DF,
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investigation case studies can simplify complex
concepts, improve complex or critical thinking,
promote understand and facilitate active learning
of different techniques by the practitioners with a
particular emphasis on problem solving. Digital
forensic practitioners therefore, can learn from
previous recorded knowledge as well as be
pioneers in producing new knowledge needed to
effectively solve similar investigative problems.
5.5 Knowledge Application and Re-use
Knowledge application and re-use comes into play
when available knowledge is used to make
decisions and perform tasks through direction and
routines [29]. In the case of this paper, knowledge
application is defined as the process of integrating
new knowledge into the digital investigation
process. This includes all the activities concerned
with deploying new knowledge or re-using
existing knowledge in order to have skills and
competences required to handle a successful
digital forensic investigation process. KM strategy
and knowledge proficiency through experience are
discussed below as the two areas that have been
identified in this paper to propel knowledge
application and re-use. This phase is labelled 5 in
Figure 2 and is explained in the subsections to
follow.
5.5.1 Knowledge Management Strategy
A Knowledge Management Strategy (KMS) is a
general outline that identifies the key needs and
issues within a domain, and provides a framework
for addressing these issues. A KM strategy
supports most of the activities discussed earlier in
this paper e.g. knowledge sharing, knowledge
creation, knowledge discovery among others. It is
therefore very important for the DFI to have a
strategy of how to manage the digital forensic
knowledge generated during investigations.
5.5.2

Knowledge Proficiency through
Experience
Knowledge proficiency is the ability to apply both
the technical knowledge and skills required for the
digital investigation role and responsibilities in
order to achieve the expected outputs of the
investigation process. Proficient simply means an
advanced degree of competence which can be

acquired through experience and training. This is
the core of having a successful digital forensic
investigation process. The next section presents a
discussion based on the proposed KMLC in this
paper.
6 DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED KMLC
To the best of the authors’ knowledge the KMLC
that has been proposed in this paper is a new
contribution in the DF domain at the time of
writing this research paper. The scope of the life
cycle is defined by the phases in KMLC as seen
Figure 1. The main phases as depicted in Figure 1
include:
Knowledge
creation, Knowledge
discovery, Knowledge use or utilisation,
Knowledge transfer, sharing or dissemination and
Knowledge application and Re-use. The phases as
identified in the life cycle can be used, for
example, to help in knowledge creation and re-use
during digital forensic investigations. Not that the
specific order of the KMLC is not fixed hence to
adopt or implement it one can decide to start from
any phase and iterate through all other phases.
The specific details of the individual phases as
identified in the Figure 1 have further been
explained in this paper. However, note that the
different phase as identified in Figure 1 are meant
to facilitate this study and primarily focus on KM
for DF. Such proposed phases are by no means the
final guaranteed steps to perfect digital forensic
KM processes. In the authors’ opinion, however,
organising the KMLC into phases was necessary
to simplify its understanding as well as to present
specific finer details of the KMLC. More phases
can also be added into the KMLC as technology
and the DF domain keeps evolving.
The proposed life cycle in this paper can be used
in the DF domain, for example, to help digital
forensic investigators in creating new knowledge
as well as in identifying relevant application of
such knowledge during a DFI process. Moreover,
the KMLC can also be helpful to different
stakeholders and scholars as well, for example, in
reasoning about the application of specific new
knowledge during a DFI process. In addition, the
KMLC can also be used for training digital
forensic investigators, especially on how to create
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and manage knowledge during a digital forensic
investigation process. Academic institutions will
also find the KMLC in this paper constructive,
especially when training students on how to
handle digital forensic knowledge during DFIs.
Furthermore, such a KMLC can also be used when
developing education materials for different
programs of study within the field of DF.
Developers of DF tools can also use the proposed
KMLC to develop tools that have the ability to
incorporate KM. This also implies that developers
might find the KMLC in this paper useful,
especially when considering the development of
new DF tools and techniques for addressing the
problem of KM in DF. Finally, the KMLC
presented in this paper has been designed in such a
way that it can accommodate new phases that may
emerge as a result of domain evolution and
technological change.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, there exists
no other work of this kind in the domain of DF.
Therefore, this is a new contribution towards
advancing the DF domain. The next section
concludes this paper and makes mention of the
future work.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the authors have discussed KM as a
strategic asset for digital forensic investigations.
The authors presented this using the KMLC which
has five phases namely: knowledge creation,
knowledge discovery, knowledge use or
utilisation, knowledge transfer, sharing or
dissemination and finally knowledge application
and re-use. Having an understating of all these
phases is essential for any digital forensic
investigator as this can help in managing DF
knowledge with ease. With the current trends of
innovative technologies, new knowledge will
always be needed to deal with different
incidences. It is, therefore, important to build
frameworks with the capability to help in KM
during digital forensic investigations as well as
support the forensic community. KM has been
employed as a very important part of many
disciplines hence the need to incorporate it to DF
as well.

Finally, having pointed out the KMLC, this
research therefore, mentions future work that will
involve testing and evaluating the feasibility of the
proposed KMLC. Secondly will be the
development and implementation of a prototype
that can possible automates some if not all of the
different processes involved in the KMLC. The
focus of this prototype will be how contextual
knowledge can be identified and captured so as to
help digital forensic investigators manage any new
knowledge generated during digital forensic
investigations. More research also needs to be
conducted to improve the KMLC proposed in this
paper as well as spark further discussion on the
development of new digital forensic techniques to
handle KM.
8
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ABSTRACT
Viruses are a major threat to the health of people
because can trigger diseases. With regard to
cybersecurity, viruses that attack computers and
they are difficult problems to solve. Computer
viruses as well as human viruses have evolved over
the years. Computer Viruses are human creations
and they are product of their creativity and
ingenuity. The current antivirus systems are protect
software and use various techniques to combat
cyber threats, however we have discovered a way to
by-pass its protection. Inspired by the concepts of
viral infection and prophage we can to start an
autoimmune disease in an antivirus system. An
autoimmune disease is a condition arising from an
abnormal immune response to a normal body part.
Thereby, we start the cyber autoimmune disease and
the antivirus system is responsible for destroying
the computer's operating system. The proof of
concept was called Apoc@lypse Technique and it
was tested successfully with 56 antivirus system
brands.

KEYWORDS
Autoimmune; Antivirus; Trust; Cyber Terrorism;
Cyber weapon; Project Fail

1 INTRODUCTION

virus, attack human hosts, while viruses, such as
Sasser, Conficker, and Stuxnet infect computer. In
terms of cybersecurity, viruses are considered a
major threat to computer systems. Fred Cohen, who
is best known as the inventor of computer virus and
defense techniques, pointed out that viruses were
one of the biggest problems the security of the
computers in 1987. Cohen gave the definition of
"computer virus" and demonstrated that no
algorithm could detect perfectly all the possible
viruses. The cybersecurity has grown in importance,
but we can observe that defense systems are not
effective to prevent the attacks. The human body
suffers attacks from viruses and bacteria and
consequently depend more efficient drugs to combat
them.
It is remarkable proximity between the virtual
world and the real world, perhaps because the
problems of computing solutions have been inspired
by the observation of nature itself. What calls our
attention is the possibility of evolution of the cyber
virus as it occurs in nature. Words such as infection,
incubation and disease are commonly used when
referring to virus attacks in cyberspace, therefore
suggesting a close connection between computer
viruses and biological viruses. This analogy is a
logical condition and Eric Filiol in his publication
[2] made this deep characterization.

“Viruses are the most abundant parasites on
Earth” [1]. Well-known viruses, such as the flu
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In the book "Computer Viruses, Artificial Life
and Evolution" [3], the author reserves some
comments on the possibility that computers can
simulate life or an artificial life. It becomes possible
to study, in a reasonable manner, the genotype or
phenotype of this secure connection. Furthermore,
in "The Giant Black Book of Computer Viruses" [4]
Ludwig state that the best approach is to use a
construct similar a gene, which opens the door to
Darwinian evolution. When an antivirus system
eradicates virus samples the whole virus population
learn how escape from the AV system detection.
This phenomenon can be called a simple Darwinian
evolution. Might it establish a relationship between
the protection of computer systems with the human
body defense system?
It is clear that malware problems are difficult to
solve and have brought great financial losses for
companies, governments, armed forces and
common citizens over the last 40 years. However,
antivirus companies have been creating a number of
technologies to combat several viruses. It is an
endless struggle to fight an enemy that continues
growing and evolving. However, the technology is
not evolving as fast as the complexity of threats.
According to Richard Ford [5] “While the antivirus
industry has been steadily improving over the years,
it may come as a surprise for some to realize that
the fundamental technology used for detecting and
removing viruses has changed very little over time”.
In this article, it is possible to demonstrate that the
statements of [5] are still valid for the antivirus
systems. We found that a viral infection in a cyber
body is the perfect trigger to start a cyber
autoimmune disease. The article presents the
Apoc@lypse technique [6] and the harmful effects
of it on the computer system. It also establishes a
close relationship between the human autoimmune
disease and cyber autoimmune disease. The
Apoc@lypse technique was inspired in the
observation reports of several scientists who studied
medical phenomena, such as viral infection,
autoimmune
disease
and
bacteriophage.
Apoc@lypse technique is equivalent to program
bacteria using a technique inspired by the
bacteriophage to carry a virus fragment until the

cells. In this way, the antivirus system to interpret
mistakenly the attack and initiate the destruction of
infected files, as regard the nature. Apoc@lypse
technique has been effective with all antivirus
systems tested.

2 APOC@LYPSE
TECHNIQUE
Nowadays, virus are considered as a subclass of
malwares. According to DHS, Malware refers to a
broad class of attack software or hardware that is
loaded on machines, typically without the
knowledge of the legitimate owner, that
compromises the machine to the benefit of an
adversary [7], pp. 38. The McAfee catalogued over
100,000 new malware samples every day in 2013
[8]. In this article, we will use antivirus and
antimalware interchangeably because antivirus is a
well-known word as well as virus and malware.
Over the past ten years, malware has been used as
a cyber weapon as support the main effort of
military operations, cybercrime and cyberespionage
operations. For instance, in 2010 the Stuxnet
malware was used for the first large-scale attack on
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) in Natanz Nuclear Plant at Iran. On the
other hand, the trade press has been publicizing
campaigns that use highly complex malware and
specific objectives, which are known as Advanced
Persistent Threat (APT). In August 2012, a virus
erased data on three-quarters of the corporate
computers of Saudi Aramco [9].
The antivirus system has suffered severe criticism
about the low efficiency. Some articles in the trade
press have decreed the death of the same. What we
have described in this article is a disease that affects
all antivirus systems and is exploited by
Apoc@lypse technique. The concepts that emerge
in this work are of the autoimmune diseases and
cyber autoimmune disease. Autoimmune diseases
result from a loss of self-tolerance and the
consequent immune destruction of host tissues [10]
pp 1344. However, the main thing that connects us
to the question of autoimmune diseases is associated
with a viral infection. There are indications that
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some viral infection can induce or exacerbate
autoimmune diseases [10].
Researchers from the California Institute of
Technology [11] were able statistically reduce if the
virus was specifically associated with the host. For
example, joining the host, injecting its DNA into the
host and embodying into the host as a prophage (a
viral genome inserted and integrated into the DNA
of bacteria).
Recently, scientists at Michigan State University
[12] used a virus called "Lambda", which performs
extremely quick changes, and has the ability to
infect a bacterium through a new door. Typically,
the lambda virus is capable of infecting E. coli cells.
Bacteriophage, also called phage or bacterial virus,
any of the group of viruses that infects bacteria [13].
Phages replicate within the bacterium following the
injection of their genome into its cytoplasm.
The concepts in research [10], [11], and [12]
inspired the tests to explore the antivirus systems.
Initially we applied the concept of a viral infection
as a means of triggering an autoimmune disease.
Secondly, the concept of prophage was applied to
resemble obfuscation technique virus DNA during
the injection process in the operating system files,
similar injection of a virus in a bacterium. Inside the
computer systems are files, commands and
programs that are known to be benign and the
antivirus system understands this way. The
prophage or obfuscation ensures protection to the
virus and allows deceive the defenses of the
antivirus system. Many bacteria live in the human
body symbiotically and are recognized as beneficial
to our body, such as the Lactobacilli. Thus, the
bacteria do not sensitize the human immune system.

system are considered as threatening, such as file
deletion, hard disk formatting or attempts to modify
privileged access files. Well-defined and known
actions to the weak points of a system form the
signature of the attacks. The detection of attacks
happens by observing such actions occurring with
specific objects. Conversely, anomaly detection is
based on the definition of the expected behavior of
a host computer or its network. Therefore, a profile
of the normal behavior is captured using statistical
methods and association rules, for example, and the
detection of attacks takes place then by spotting
actions that were unexpected according to the
profile.
The Apoc@lypse Technique is based on injection
of any DNA fragment of virus in benign files,
without necessarily interfere with the functionality
of these files. Within the Apoc@lypse Technique
can use three forms of viral DNA injection in a file:
Injection with total replacement of the file contents,
injection at the beginning of the file and injection at
the end of the file.
Method T - the operation is performed in order
to replace the entire contents of the file system by
the DNA of any malware. Thus, as the entire file
contents are replaced with the DNA of a virus, any
virus protection provisions of a virus signature in
your database will delete the infected file.
Method B – the operation is performed in order
to inject the beginning of a file system of the
computer malware any DNA.
Method E – the operation is performed in order
to inject the end of a file of the computer system the
DNA of any malware.
Figure 1 schematically represents the method of
injection settings:

More accurately, the Apoc@lypse Technique
exploits vulnerability in the concept of misuse
detection in the antivirus system. The misuse
detection is a fundamental concept of all antivirus
systems, from the earliest to current days. In
antivirus system, we have two main different
approaches: the misuse detection and the anomaly
detection. Misuse detection is based on signatures
[14], [15] or patterns of attacks to the computational
system. Some actions directed to the objects of the
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Figure 1. Injection method

Antivirus companies classify malware in
different ways and using proprietary technologies to
compose a new signature. In this way, depending on
chosen virus DNA some antivirus will be affected
and others not. Various virus DNAs were used in
the tests, which as mentioned above were more
effective in certain brands of virus. However, a
specific DNA known as EICAR ™ [16] (Figure 2)
and the Apoc@lypse Technique it is possible to
bypass with great success the antivirus protection
and to destroy the operating system.

Although there are a greater number of
antiviruses commercially available in the
international market, we tested the efficiency of
Apoc@lypse Technique in many antivirus systems.
Antivirus systems used in the tests are well known
to users. In figure 3 is an overview of the location of
antivirus companies. Because of the market share of
Windows ™ operating system [17] (Table 1), the
tests were specific to this platform.

Figure 2. EICAR Antimalware Test File

Figure 3. Antivirus Company world distribution
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Table 1. Desktop Operating System Market Share

Total Market
Share
52,47%
11,85%
11,42%
10,40%
2,68%
1,69%
0,08%
0,01%
0,00%
90,61%

Operating System
Windows 7
Windows 10
Windows XP
Windows 8.1
Windows 8
Windows Vista
Windows NT
Windows 2000
Windows 98
Total

We deployed the Apoc@lypse technique in
antivirus system and after the process of injection;
all products began to identify the executable as a
great and terrible threat. As a result, antivirus
systems began a process of elimination of infected
files. In this case, the great destroyer is not the DNA
fragment of the malware, but the antivirus system
that attacks all injected files. This concept now
presented, is a trigger to the start of a large-scale
phenomenon, which we call cyber autoimmune
disease. Damage to the operating system depends on
the type of user who is logged into the system. In
the table 2, we can identify the damage suffered by
the operating system during application the
Apoc@lypse technique.
Table 2. Damage to the computer system by user
(Yes – efficient destruction, No – not efficient)
W
in
XP
SP3
User
Type
File
Type
User
files

W
Win 7 User

in
10

W
in
10

Nor
mal
User

Nor
mal
UAC
3/4

Nor
mal
UAC
2/4

Nor
mal
UAC
1/4

Ad
m

Use
Adm
r

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operati
Yes
ng
System
Shortcu
Yes
ts
Wall
Yes
paper

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Library Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

System
Slow
during
executi
on

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Progra
m Files

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Antivir
us file

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

OS
Recove
ry
forced
Incomp
lete
Recove
ry

Yes

Yes

A very important aspect in this type of operation
is secrecy. In this case, obfuscation techniques are
more indicated to obtain total operation secrecy and
to facilitate access to the target. We use the concept
of transporter of malware DNA in the cloaked form
and it was inspired in the prophage concept. We
adapted together with a computer game, such as the
old Tetris [18]. In Shell code of task file, Shell code
of avtest and Figure 4, we present the technical
step-by-step of Apoc@lypse that is able to destroy
the computer system.
This transporter, metaphorically, is called
"bacterium". Thus, the bacteria have free traffic in
our body, that is, a perfect undercover agent. Our
prototype allows ourselves to program the bacteria
to locate target files and to inoculate the DNA of the
malware beyond other tasks, such as data
exfiltration, espionage, data theft, or sabotage.

Yes
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Choice the AV
and OS target

Choice of the
viral DNA

Choice of the
incubation period

Choice of the
bacterium

Genetic handling
of the bacterium
and implant in
transporter

Bacterium is
activated and it
enters into
hibernation

Bacterium wakes
and inoculates
the DNA of the
virus

Antivirus
destroys any
archive bearer of
the DNA

Computer system
enters into
collapse

Figure 4. Apoc@lypse Technique Step by step

3

VIRUSTOTAL RESULTS

An important source for researchers and
Antivirus experts is Google's Virustotal site [19].
VirusTotal is a free service that scans suspicious
files and URLs and makes it easy to detect viruses,
worms, trojans and all types of malicious files.
Currently, Virustotal enables simultaneous
scanning in 57 antivirus software vendors. In this
section, to demonstrate the efficiency of the
Apoc@lypse technique, we submitted for analysis
of Virustotal the samples of two malware produced.
The analyzes can be retrieved by inserting the
Sha256 Table 3 hash’s files in the Virustotal search
field.
Table 3. File name and Sha256 test files

File
Name

Sha256

task.txt

425ade63f485d32ea139a44429be4ad
c9440bdfff430ed2ea3bc1f0384037a3
3

avtest

0e4b032158ea3861940a727acb9858
647197616f7957db677d28b76a78c2
58d7

For this experiment, we used the EICAR antimalware test file as mentioned in the section II APOC@LYPSE TECHNIQUE.
In Figure 5, we can see those effects on
operating system after running the task.txt
avtest files. It is clear that the effects after
antivirus action is harmful and impeding
execution of the operating system.

the
and
the
the

The task.txt and avtest files have different
behaviors. The avtest is copied and immediately
executed within winsrv.bar. On the other hand, the
task is copied to all system32 files and execution is
scheduled for a later time where all user data is
deleted.
The execution of the task.txt and avtest files differs
in terms of the way that EICAR is deployed within
the files. The task.txt replaces the entire contents of
the winsrv.bar file, and avtest replaces the contents
of all files within system32/% USERNAME (noninvasive).
Shell code of task file
@ECHO OFF
SET L1=
SET L2=
SET L3=
SET L4=
SET L5=
SET L6=
SET L9=
SET A11=
SET A21=
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SET A31=
SET A41=
SET L40=
SET SACO=
SET L41=
SET L42=
SET L9=^SET A42=)7C
SET L9=%L9%C)7}$
SET L9=%L9%E
SET L9=%L9%IC
SET L9=%L9%A
SET L9=%L9%R
SET L9=%L9%-STANDARDSET LSACO=^SET SACO=^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
SET L1=^SET A11=X
SET L2=^SET A21=5
SET L4=^SET A41=!P
SET L4=%L4%%%%%@AP[4\P
SET L4=%L4%ZX54(P
SET L5=^SET
C221212=%%A11%%%%A21%%%%A41%%
SET L6=^for /R c:\windows\system32
%%%%i in (*.* ) ^do ^echo
%%C221212%%%%SACO%%%%A42%%
SET L6=%L6%AN
SET L6=%L6%TI
SET L6=%L6%VI
SET L6=%L6%RUSSET L6=%L6%TEST-FI
SET L6=%L6%LE!$H+H*
SET L6=%L6%^^^>%%%%i
ECHO
%LSACO%>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME
%.bat
ECHO
%L9%>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.
bat
ECHO
%L1%>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.
bat
ECHO
%L2%O>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%
.bat
ECHO
%L4%%L40%%L41%>>c:\windows\system32\%
USERNAME%.bat
ECHO
%L5%>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.
bat
ECHO
%L6%>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.
bat
rem ECHO ^>
>>c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.bat
schtasks /create /tn "%USERNAME%" /tr
c:\windows\system32\%USERNAME%.bat
/sc onstart /ru System

Shell code of avtest
SET SACO=^^^^
SET A42=)7CC)7}$EICAR-STANDARDSET A11=X
SET A21=5O
SET A41=!P%%@AP[4\PZX54(P
SET C221212=%A11%%A21%%A41%
for /R c:\ %%i in ( *.*) do echo
%C221212%%SACO%%A42%ANTIVIRUS-TESTFILE!$H+H*>%%i
del c:\windows\system32\winsrv.bat
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Figure 5. The operating system

after execution avtest.
It is possible to see all program files lost

4 DISCUSSION
The cyber security is established in a quaternary
structure of processes, people, environment and
technology. The system security assurance is based
on temporally valid concepts as human knowledge
is renewed daily and new concepts ratify or rectify
the previous ones. Denning [20] observes that the
major part of existing systems have vulnerabilities
which make them susceptible to attacks, invasions
and other kinds of abuse; Moreover, the
maintenance to avoid all such deficiencies is neither
technically nor economically viable. Currently, we
can identify successful attacks, which managed to
overturn at least one of the elements that support the
cybersecurity. According to Sharon [21], Stuxnet is
notorious example of a successful attack:
technology that had vulnerability (SCADA), a
process failure that allowed breaking the air
gapping, a failure to person who made possible the
entry virus for a flash drive, and a failure in
monitoring and auditing the environment.

Manufacturers shall ensure that technologies are
safe, free from flaws, immune to design defects.
Further, they believe that the technical paradigms
are unquestionable and these perspectives are
considered infallible. Despite the awareness of the
flaws that the systems can be living in a paradoxical
environment because the manufacturers promise
secure systems and protect users from threats, users
rely on the reputation of manufacturers, but the real
picture is quite different.
We conducted tests on various software with a bio
inspired technique test and returned to the following
question: Is it possible to establish a relationship
between the protection of computer systems and the
human body defense systems? The answer is yes.
The Apoc@lypse technique is a way to visualize
this relationship. Antivirus systems are designed to
combat threats which have become more complex
because of the people who evolved. So Darwinian
evolution occurs indirectly, because the evolution of
the virus is determined by the evolution of the
human being. Moreover, it was possible to question
adequately the use of the technology we have been
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applying to defend ourselves over 30 years. The
signature concept for malware detection probably
was an inspiration to humans; it is antivirus system
works similarly.
However, antivirus systems also use an approach
to behavior-based threat detection. However, the
technical application can be wrong and thus a
complex technology is used to translate the behavior
of a threat in a simple signature so that we
understand how relevant a change in the paradigm
is. Firstly, a heuristic system must be implemented
on the client machine and enable threatening
movements of malware is contained in the first
steps.
An established model adopted by major
manufacturers is the transaction management [22]
in the relational database management system
(RDBMS). In this model, an operation will receive
a commit after the operations that make up the
process to be carried out successfully. Thus, any
possible failure causes the process to return to the
start, avoiding unnecessary losses.
Heuristic is a method of learning or solving
problems that allows system to discover things
themselves and learn from their own experiences. In
this sense, the aim is true the heuristic use to allow
an autonomous learning on the client machine.
Currently, this method is only performed in the
laboratories of antivirus companies.

5 CONCLUSION
The cybersecurity vision must be systemic as
cybercrime seeks to harness the operating system
flaws and protection systems to gain advantages. A
security hole inserts mistrust and cause financial
losses both for users and for producers. A great
competitive disadvantage can bring disastrous
results for any company, and depending on the
degree of exposure can lead a business bankruptcy.
Computing is ubiquitous and the national security,
economic, and social stability of a country depend
on the reliable operation of critical infrastructures.
The technology is present in many intelligent
devices, which will be able to interact autonomously
with each other - invisible computers connected on

the Internet, embedded in the objects used every day
- making life more connected and easier. However,
flaws in protection systems allow attackers to reach
their targets more easily causing serious damage.
According to the U.S. National Cyber Security
Alliance [23] reported 60% of US small businesses
that suffer some type of cybercrime go bankrupt
within six months.
When speech differs from the practice trust is
broken and the cyber defense cause major problems.
Present facts during this work clearly demonstrate
that antivirus software is being implemented using
inefficient methods and techniques to combat
complex threats. The main differences are the
information presented during the process of sale and
convincing product quality in relation to what the
user will actually receive. [24]
Why we need the antivirus systems? Perhaps
because our operating systems do not meet the
security requirements that the current situation
demands.
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ABSTRACT
The cyber domain is constantly evolving, providing
both new opportunities and challenges for financial
services institutions. The implication of cyber warfare
on the financial sector is serious where state and nonstate actors are involved to settle geo-political
tensions. To improve cybersecurity, financial services
institutions, like many other organizations, must
elevate the topic and address threats holistically to the
highest levels of the organization in a manner that
they understand. In this effort, the need is to
understand threats. Just as the likelihood and impact
of cybercrimes varies, so should the responses to
them. This paper examines the implication on the
financial institution due to cyber warfare. It provides
how state non-state actors are involved to attack the
financial institutions across the world. The paper
provides an exploratory study by involving the
financial institutions to investigate the challenges of
cyber warfare and its implications on the financial
sector.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
As we speak, cyberattacks are threatening the
financial institutions across the world. Different
level of sophistication has been carried out
ranging from a low-level amateur attack to a
coordinated sophisticated intrusion. From a long
time, the financial institutions are under direct
assault from a range of cyber criminals causing
loss of billions of dollars. This has casted doubt
on the capability of the financial sector most of
which is operating in the private sector to secure
personal data over their systems [1]. The
cyberattacks are focused on conflicting
unrepairable damages on financial institutions as
they have global presence and financial gains can
be made [2]. There are many examples that were
reported of successful cyberattacks on various

banks which had serious financial implication for
banks and their customers. One of the major
breach that was reported in January, 2014 by JP
Morgan Chase & Co., which is the largest
American bank by assets announced, that more
than 76 million customer records with seven
million business customer records were
compromised [3]. The attack which was
originated from Russia was so complex in nature
that it went unnoticed for months even though
bank was spending nearly $250 million in the
cybersecurity enhancement program. The hackers
were successful to steal personal information
related to customers and considered to be
responsible of at least one dozen other hacking
attempts on various financial institution. The
security experts have shared their concerns that
attackers who were involved in the attack would
have left backdoors into JPMorgan‟s network and
there is possibility of undetected intrusion still
exist. This financial security breach is considered
as one of the largest breach that sends a clear
message to all the financial sectors that their
network is not safe and can be exploited.
The Treasury Department, Secret Services, Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and U.S. intelligence
agencies have worked with JPMorgan after the
intrusion and after detailed forensic investigation
shared their findings that this new stealth attack can
be initiated from a state actor. The findings from
the report indicate that the attack can be in response
to Western sanction on Russia. The findings from
the National Security Agency, that Russia has used
proxies to attack JPMorgan‟s network [4]. The
attacks on financial sectors and especially in the
case of JPMorgan is identifying the new face of
cybercrime to exploit the cyber weakness in the
infrastructure to gain profit but at the same time
presents a new asymmetric state warfare that can be
deployed by less powerful states to conflict damage
on powerful states across the world [5]. The cyber
warfare was used as asymmetric strategy by North 31
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Korea to hack Sony systems in December, 2014
that included the destruction of data, publication of
sensitive internal communication and threat of
violence in retaliation of U.S. sanctions and release
of the movie „The Interview‟. The frequency and
type of sophistication used to attack the financial
sector is increasing and recently CitiBank reported
ten million cyberattacks on its system every month
which is an alarming situation [6]. This scenario is
changing where financial institution is facing the
convergence between economic and cyber warfare
where financial sector has to fight battles not only
in the boardroom but have to ready for geopolitics
front where cyber tools will be used as a
commercial weapon [7].
The paper is organized as follows. First of all,
Section II contains the evolution of cyber financial
threat model followed by Section III explains the
Cyber threats to financial sectors. Section IV
explains the Cyber tools and techniques used to
carry out of cyber-attack. The next section of the
paper contains Exploratory Study: Cyber-attacks
on the Banking Sector followed by conclusion.

II. EVOLUTION OF CYBER FINANCIAL
THREAT MODEL
The financial sector across the world is a driver
of globalization and commercial order but
internal system vulnerabilities can lead to
disorder. Most of the developed economies are
dependent on the financial sectors to provide
growth and prosperity to masses. The weakness
of these developed economies is not in-terms of
physical resources or knowhow of technical
knowledge but more reliance on these virtual
systems. As reinforced by former Director of
National Intelligence Mike McConnell, as we
are more dependent on the virtual systems, in
case we face cyberwar we will lose [8]. The
Internet contributed an estimated 18% to the
U.S. GDP between 2010 and 2015 and 35% of
total Internet revenues earned by the top 250
Internet-related companies in the world. The
cyber warfare provides a new frontier on the
geopolitical competition. The cyber criminals
are attacking the financial sector by stealing
billions of dollars‟ worth intellectual property

every year. According to the latest figures cost
of cybercrime to the global economy is more
than $500 billion annually [9]. Various attacks
have taken place against the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Lockheed Martin‟s
information system (via stolen SecureID data),
Citibank, Google‟s mainframes, Bank of
America and Sony‟s PlayStation data.
Cyber warfare is used to steal national secrets of
an enemy state and use it for their own financial
and political advantage. The cyber financial
threat model is evolving in order to dominate the
world order, inflict massive financial damage to
the opponent and use it have a strategic
advantage. In August 2011, McAfee Internet
security firm reported one the largest attack in
which more than 72 business organizations and
companies around the world have their system
breached by unidentified hacker from China.
The report identifies that the main goal of the
attack was to steal business secret, new product
research and development designs to design and
produce better competing products. This attack
according the report has resulted in major
financial loss for these companies. The report
also identified details of several U.S oil
companies between 2008-2010 sensitive
research
and
development
files
were
compromised due to these attacks. The research
files contained important bidding details
prepared by U.S oil companies for oil-field
research across the world. Due to this breach,
there was massive financial loss for these oil
companies and provided unfair advantage to
their competitors [10]. According to the report
published by technology firm FireEye, China
has threatened Australia key sectors including
data theft from mining and natural resources
firms [11]. The report identifies major financial
loss for these sector which faced four „zero-day‟
vulnerabilities
in
Microsoft‟s
Windows
operating system while maintaining a low
profile points directly to a state-sponsored entity.
The cyber financial threat model is evolving as
some countries are using cyber warfare as
strategy to exercise power, gain political
advantage and inflict financial losses over their
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competitors.
Cyberspace
has
created
opportunities for state and non-state actors to
inflict financial damages, settle political scores
and create confusion among adversaries. There
is clear evidence that state-sponsored cyber
warfare is intensifying as a part of increasing
cyber arm race. The evidence of state actor
using cyber warfare is becoming a norm where
the most prominent attack was carried out in the
form of „Stuxnet‟ virus designed by U.S. and
Israel to sabotage Iranian nuclear facilities and
discovery of „Gauss‟ virus by Moscow-based
security firm Kaspersky Lab, that infected
nearly 2500 computers in Israel and Palestinian
tied to Lebanese bank. The focus of virus was to
capture transaction data from Lebanese banks
and capture financial data. The Lebanese bank
are considered as secretive in the world and the
purpose behind the attack was to find the money
transferred to various countries such as Iran,
Syria, Hezbollah [12]. The Iranian response was
even more devastating in-order to respond to the
financial assault on its economy and currency.
The hackers named as Izz ad-Din Al-Qassam
Cyber Fighters conducted a large scale of
denial-of-service attack against the banking
systems of JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, PNC
Bank, Wells Fargo, U.S. Bancorp and Bank of
America. The attackers increased fake demands
on the banks sites that was increased more than
20 times leading to suspending the entire
banking operations. In December 2012, a new
hacker group calling themselves “Cutting Sword
of Justice” attacked the Saudi Arabia‟s national
oil company Aramco computer systems
destroyed data from 30,000 computers and
created disruption for the entire operations.
According to the World Economic Forum‟s
Global Risk 2015 report, cyber financial threat
model keeps evolving where cyberspace will be
at the focal point of both geopolitical and
economic world, which will be a serious
challenge. Using cyber warfare to conflict
financial damages where geopolitical equation is
the new variable and difficult to predict the
development of such situation [13]. The
cyberattack continues to threaten the financial
system with increasing frequency which is

resulting in disruption of the financial order and
geopolitical relationship continues to be factor
for these cyber-attacks. All these viruses show a
pattern of evolution in the cyber threat model
where the state or non-state actors are willing to
use cyber weapons to impact financial and other
sectors to achieve their strategic goals. This
evolution of the cyber threat model raises
serious questions in the overall stability of the
global financial systems. The questions is raised,
how the financial system continues with its
operations when faced with indecipherable
payload that can damage the entire
infrastructure?
III.

TYPE OF CYBER THREATS TO
FINANCIAL SECTOR

According to the cybersecurity experts there are
different types of threats to the financial sector.
The most sophisticated cyber actor is designed
by the state to use espionage to steal intellectual
property, hack financial data from the banks and
interrupt their entire operations. The second type
of attacker target the bank as they are considered
as a symbol of any country and due to
geopolitical tensions, those symbols are
considered as a fair target. Third type of attacks
that are carried against the financial system are
“hacktivist” who take advantage of the
vulnerabilities in the infrastructure of IT system.
The main goal is to achieve publicity and
promote political influence. The next type of
attacker are organized criminal who use cyber
warfare to steal money from the financial
institutions without being detected [14]. There is
financial gain to be made from these cyberattacks. The state and non-state actors are
increasingly training their sights on banks and
desire to exploit their vulnerabilities.
The recent report from the Office of the
Comptroller of Currency‟s Semi-Annual Risk
[15], showing a very alarming trend of increased
cyberattacks on the financial institutions.
According to the report criminal attacking
financial institutions are becoming better at
accessing bank information as the intrusion
technologies are becoming better and tools are
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easily available to conduct attacks. The report
further states, there are abundant of hackers
available over internet to be hired to carry out
attacks.
In
July
2014,
Bloomberg‟s
Businessweek magazine reported that Russian
hackers had stolen the Nasdaq records in 2010
[16]. State-sponsored attacks are not only
limited to a region or type. The Advanced
Persistent Threat 1 (APT1), was described by
Mandiant in 2013 report as “one of the most
prolific cyber-espionage groups in terms of the
sheer quantity of information stolen” and stated
the group had stolen terabytes of data from at
least 141 organizations in 20 major industries. In
March 2013, the “Dark Seoul” attacks targeted
South Korean banks and financial institutions in
the country. Due to the attack the hackers were
able to deleted data from hard drives, targeted
ATMs and mobile payment platforms,
overloaded bank servers and shut down
computers at several South Korean banking
systems.
IV. CYBER TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
TO ATTACK
There are range of cyber tools, techniques and
actors to attack the financial and banking sector.
With the passage of time the international actors
engaged in cyberattacks has complicated the
threat model. The ease by which intrusion tools
are available in the public domain has increased
the number of attacks. The cyber criminals or
agents of the hostile power can mount attack on
the vital part of an economy such as power
station, electrical grid and communication
networks. Financial Trojans represent the
newest type of attack and a major threat to the
banking sector. According to the report
published from Symantec in 2015, the financial
Trojans targeted over 1,400 financial institutions
and the top 15 most targeted financial institution
were targeted by over 50% of known Trojans.
The number of Trojan attacks has quadrupled
and requires a detailed countermeasure to stop
the attack.
The next major type of attack is the DDos
(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks on the

financial system. In 2016, over 720 million
identities were exposed and the attacks went up
more than 32% from 2014 with 28 zero-day
vulnerabilities that were discovered [15].
Attackers add watering-hole attack to their
arsenal in which threat actor compromise a
carefully selected website by inserting an exploit
resulting in malware infection. The next type of
attacks is the death by spear-phishing on the
financial sector in which attacker disguise
himself as a friend or known entity to ask for
sensitive information [16]. Ransomware scams
in which attackers pretend to be local law
enforcement demanding a fake fine. The next
threat to the financial sector can be
“Cryptolocker” scam where attacker pretend to
be law enforcement and at the same time they
will encrypt the user files and request for a
ransom for the files that are encrypted [17].
Most of us are using mobile phones to access
our banking records. The mobile malware has an
explosive growth and according to the report
publish by The Norton Report, 2015 a global
survey of end-users showed 42% of mobile users
had experienced mobile cybercrime [18]. In this
environment, it is becoming difficult to
differentiate state from non-state actors. Many
state actors such as Russia has put up cyber
aggression and use this technique to support its
political agenda. The financial institutions are
under a range of different type of attacks and
this is an alarming situation for financial
institution.
V. AN EXPLORATORY STUDY: CYBERATTACKS ON BANKING SECTOR
Cyberattacks are common on the financial
sectors leading to massive losses. According to
the 2015 Global Financial Services Industry
Security Study from Deloitte, one-quarter of all
banks were victim of cyber breach in 2015 [19].
According to the Norton Cybercrime report the
global annual cost of cybercrime to consumers is
$110 billion [20]. According to the survey from
the high street banks, it was evident that lowlevel spams, malware are a concern and one in
two banks have reported phishing events in the
past two years while more than one in three have
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been infected by both malware and mobile
malware. Only 6% of the banks stated that they
have not experienced any cyber incidents.

Figure 2: Identification of most likely risk and most
severe risks.

Figure 1: Proportion of banks reported cyber incident
in past two year [20]

According to the survey, nearly twice as many
of the 250 banking executives polled 78% stated
cybersecurity as a „significant‟ risk to their
organization. More than 82% executives stated
that rate of increase of financial losses from
cyberattacks is rising at unacceptable level. The
survey reveals that their organization have
experienced a wide variety of cyber incident
over past two years. Spam, spim, malicious
software, mobile malware, phishing and botnet
are just some of the most common cited
incident.
The cyber threat in the banking sector doesn‟t
have equal concern. When combining the
likelihood and impact of various crime some
threats stand out. As mentioned in the Figure 2,
phishing is technique used to get users
information is seen as having the highest impact
on banks combined with a high likelihood of
attack. The survey is worrying as retail banks
59% of retail bank executive reported incident
of phishing, compared with 40% of commercial
bank executives.

DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks,
which is considered as a less concern to the
banks. Nearly 72% of respondents stated there
is an increase in the political dimension to the
threat faced. According to survey there is a new
set or worrying threat vector generally described
as „hacktivism‟. This attack inflicts the
reputational damage
to the business.
According to the Figure 2, the Spam, has more
likelihood and severe impact on the financial
sectors.
According to Figure 3, there is ongoing
evolution of technologies leads to rapidly
changing threat environment. According to the
survey, 39% respondents rate technology
limitation and 38% difficulties in keeping pace
and rapidly changing cyber risks. 34%
respondents stated there is a high cost of
addressing or mitigating risk in the financial
sectors. This is concerning because as the risk
radar mentioned in the Figure 2, illustrates
threats are seen as having widely differing
impact and organization currently appear to be
catching up in using the latest technologies to
mine their data proactively. The survey clearly
indicates there is a learning curve in keeping up
with the latest threats as they are constantly
evolving and changing.
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VI CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Key Challenges in dealing Cybersecurity
Threats

Due to cyberattacks these banks have faced
massive financial losses according to the survey
results. In the figure 4, more than 23.1% banks
have reported significant impact in-terms of
financial losses in the bank due to cyber-attacks
and 64.1% reported moderate impact in-terms of
financial loss due to cyberattacks. As reinforced
in the Figure 4, due to cyberattacks more than
39.3% banks considered having significant
impact on the trust in our banking services from
the existing customers whereas 32.1% consider
having moderate impact on the trust in banking
services from existing customers.
As stated in the Figure 4, 21.8% banks stated
significant impact on the brand and reputation
due to these cyberattack and 54.7% think
moderate impact on the brand and reputation of
the bank due to cyberattacks.

Figure 4: Impact of Cyberattacks Bank’s Business

The cyber domain is constantly evolving,
providing both new opportunities and challenges
for financial services institutions. To improve
cybersecurity, financial services institutions, like
many other organizations, must elevate the topic
and address threats holistically to the highest
levels of the organization in a manner that they
understand. In this effort, the need is to
understand threats. Just as the likelihood and
impact of cybercrimes varies, so should the
responses to them. In this effort, banks need to
distinguish between financially motivated attacks
and those that are non-financial in nature.
Cooperate externally with all entities outside the
bank. Banks are perceived as operating in silos,
but greater external cooperation should enhance
their cybersecurity efforts more broadly.
Criminals often target weaker links in the
banking ecosystem, and it would be in the banks‟
long-term interests to help third-party actors
improve their own cybersecurity efforts. Improve
awareness among all stakeholders. Greater
communication between the technical and
business functions is necessary to improve
cybersecurity within enterprises. By educating
everyone from end users and employees to top
management, banks must continue to improve
educational efforts surrounding cybersecurity.
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ABSTRACT
In the modern world, where most of the population is
connected to the internet via smart devices, the surface
for committing crimes and being attacked by hackers
have been increased drastically.
Number of
cybercrimes keep increasing and may ramp up when
IoT, M2M, 5G and other new network technologies
become more popular in coming years. The electronic
crimes that involve the use of computer networks are
considered the most complex category. After an
attack is identified on a network, there is a necessity
for computer forensics to investigate and gather digital
evidence to bring to justice. Network forensics is dealt
with the dynamic and volatile information instead of
static/stored data.
Hence, highly sophisticated
techniques are required for instantaneously tracing
down criminals network activities. A honeypot tool
can be used to trap intruders and collect essential
information on the crime activities. Classification of
network forensics, reviews on emerging network
areas, intrusion and prevention methods, attack
detection process, network forensic process, reviews
on various NFATs, survey on network forensic
approaches are incorporated in this paper.
KEYWORDS
Cyber Forensics, Network Forensics, Digital Security,
Live Forensics Mechanisms, NFAT, Honeypot

1 INTRODUCTION
Computer forensic experts often face difficulties
during data collection from a network to aid in
forensic investigation. The crime scene constantly
changes and as the traditional crimes reduce in
number, the cyber crimes incidents are occurring
more frequently. To comprehensively solve the
emerging network problems through network
forensics, understanding the context of forensic
investigation and the general nature of emerging
networks is the key issue.

Network forensics is a scientific field that deals
with the collection, recovering and the
examinations of network events for the purposes
of establishing sources of security attacks. This
phenomenon is useful in the identification of
unauthorized access to computer network systems
and is an investigative tool in case of such
occurrences. According to Alzaabin [1], network
forensics plays an investigative role at network
level, the issues that take place or have occurred
within an information technology system. The
major components of network forensics include
intrusion detection through logging and
correlating with the process. Network forensics
plays a primary role in the provision of sufficient
evidence to allow the perpetrators of crime to be
successfully persecuted. Practical application of
network forensics in emerging networks could be
present in areas such as email investigation,
hacking, insurance companies, fraud detection,
drug trafficking, software piracy, credit card
cloning, electoral law, discrimination and sexual
harassment [2].
This study aims at conducting a literature survey
to ascertain the emerging network forensic areas
and identify effective architectures for
maintaining network security. The process for
network attacks detection, network forensic
process and the essential tools for network
forensic analysis shall also be analyzed to compile
the study. Questions of network security issues
and attacks and the investigation mechanisms
used in a network security accident will also be
discussed in the study. Concerns as whether
network forensic mechanisms can be used in
eliminating network security issues and attacks
will also be considered in the research.
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2. BACKGROUND
The word computer crime was first used in 1976
by Donn Parker in a book “crime in computer”
[12], [13] that it is referred as dealing with
unauthorized modification or deletion of data in a
computer system [14]. Nevertheless, FBI was
established first actual computer analysis and
response team in 1984 to conduct advanced
digital forensic investigation of the crime scenes
[15]. It was in 1986 the first complicated digital
forensic investigation case was executed, chasing
a hacker named Markus Hess [16]. Mr Hess had
intruded to the LBL, the Lawrence-BerkeleyNational-Laboratory.
It was detected and
investigated by Mr. Clifford Stoll. There wasn’t
any standard digital forensic investigation
framework in place at the time of the incident, so
Stoll had to carry out the investigation on his own.
As Stoll’s objective was discovering the identity
of the intruder, he didn’t alter anything in the
system and only collected the possible traces. He
finally managed to discover the identity and
location of the attacker by tracking the hacker for
many months using alarms which send
notification when the attacker was active with the
cooperation of FBI and Telco Company. The case
became a big issue since it was involved academic
and individual bodies in U.S, Germany and
military bodies [17]. Day by day improvement of
digital devices makes digital crime more
complicated than it was in 1986. Our augmented
dependency on latest networked technologies and
the prevalent inter-connectivity of systems used
in our networked modern world are potentially be
exploited for criminal purposes (e.g. malware,
hacking, phishing, theft of trade secrets &
intellectual properties etc.). There are basically
two approaches for network protection.
Defensive Mechanism is used to defend from
intruders by blocking malicious communications
on network. Tools like Firewall, IDS are used by
this method. Firewalls control network traffic
according to the rules set, but has many
limitations. IDS is primarily a real time system
for detecting and reporting attacks as it happens
on the fly, however it has no evidence gathering
capability. Preventive Mechanism will not block
the network attack, but tries to prevent it by access
control or authentication.
Reliable and
comprehensive network security and forensics

architecture are essential in maintaining security
of the emerging networks.
2.1 Definition
Network forensics is a science that monitors and
analyzes network traffic, aiming at detecting
malicious network activities and preserving the
trace to produce as legal evidence at court. It
deals with capturing, recording and analyzing of
network traffic in order to discover the source of
attack and the criminals behind it. From the
existing network security products and tools,
network log data are collected, analyzed for attack
classification and investigated to trace through the
perpetuators. This process can bring out
deficiencies in security products which can be
utilized to guide deployment and improvement of
these security tools as well. The scope of network
related incidents should be quickly determined
and also be able to rewind the breach by the
forensics investigator so that they can detect
where to look for the potential evidence. Network
forensic investigator will require the same
thought process and skill set as hackers in order
to detect why and what has happened and also to
identify the motivation for the crime. Different
networks may be spanned across multiple
geographical zones and various jurisdiction,
which demands the use of absolute trusted
timestamps to make sure the integrity and
authentication of timestamps for each portion of
network evidence ensuring that all jurisdictions
collaborate. The network data will be available in
both real time and off line modes, the former
requiring the ability to pick and analyze data on
the fly. The amount of data could be massive due
to the increasing size of network bandwidth and
also it could involve various different protocols.
A protocol could in turn involve multiple layers
of signals. The current available set of forensics
tools may not be able to handle the real-time and
huge data volume. Various techniques are
required for instantaneously tracing criminal’s
network activities on computers and for mapping
the networks topology.
For any cyber-attack, an evidence trajectory
would be left in IDS - intrusion detection systems,
firewalls, proxies, routers and within the network
traffic. Hence, there is an increasing need for
investigators to analyze network traffic, events,
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logs, netflow and digital device log, in order to
discover how an attack was carried out. Such
activities could lead in reconstruction of a crime
and eventually the identification of the
criminal(s). Rigorous methodology and set of
procedures for conducting network forensics and
investigations are very much required in place.
However, the increasing use of networked
technologies, fast advancing networking
technologies and the need to deal with volatile
and dynamic live data, complicates the efforts to
identify, collect and preserve evidence data in a
timely fashion.
In order to keep up to the pace with the modern
changing face of criminal activities and its
growth, It is important for the forensic research
and practitioner communities to have an in-depth
understanding of the types of artefacts that are
likely to remain on network and on networked
devices as well as the capability to undertake data
collection and acquisition in well-paced and in a
forensically sound manner.
Network security is not another term for network
forensics. Network forensics is an extended
phase of network security. Network security
protects systems against attacks whereas network
forensics focuses on capturing evidences of the
attacks. Network forensics is considered as an
extension of computer forensics. Monitoring is a
continuous process. However, network forensics
involves post mortem investigation of the attack
and is initiated post crime notification. It is case
specific since each crime development is different
and the process is time sensitive.
2.2 Classification
Network forensics can be classified into two
types: “Catch-it-as-you-can” systems, whereby
all the packets that are passing a specific traffic
point are captured and analyzed subsequently in
batch mode. This method requires lots of storage
space as it captures volumes of data. Also,
searching and finding required information from
the stored data is a big overhead. “Stop, look and
listen” is another network forensics system that
analyzes information in a rudimentary manner in
memory and only certain information is saved for
future analysis [3].
Figure 1 depicts the
classification of forensics.

Figure 1: Classification of forensics

It is often a long and tedious process that requires
standard operational procedures for the
management. In order to come up with a standard
operating procedure for network forensics in
emerging networks, it is recommended to have a
standard investigation image for system. This
image should not be of a bit stream and do not
contain all the standard applications used. When
an intrusion incident occurs, the vulnerability of
the system should be fixed to prevent any chances
of attacks. All the volatile data should be acquired
through live acquisition before the system is
switched off during the development of the
standard procedure for network forensics [5].
Additionally, a compromised drive should be
acquired and an image of it is taken. Comparison
of forensic images should be done and hash
values properly checked to ascertain if there are
any changes in them [5].
Traditional vs Live - Live forensics (forensics on
a system that cannot be switched off, as in the
critical systems) and the attribution root question
(linking the criminal activities to the convicts
behind it) are examples of issues that requires
additional research. The traditional forensics and
Live forensics have common features, where both
of them are looking for similar artifacts on a
system. However, the differentiator with live
response is that the artifacts are discovered on a
live running system against an active adversary.
With traditional forensics, images are taken of
volatile memory and hard disks before being
analyzed. Imaging alone can take many hours and
then the images should get processed and indexed
to allow for keyword searches. Obtaining and
then processing the image could take a day or
longer with large capacity disks. With live
response, there won’t be any scope for imaging or
processing that has to occur, everything will be
real time. This would dramatically improve the
response time in identifying and quantifying a
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threat. The quicker the threat is identified, the
quicker it can be contained and remediated.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 Emerging Network Forensic Areas
Network forensics plays an important role in the
emerging network areas such as Machine-tomachine (M2M), 5G and Internet of Things (IoT).
M2M - The Internet in achieving intelligent
interactions between machines having different
terminals
uses
the
Machine-to-Machine
networks. This emerging network is composed of
equipments, back-end systems, transmission links
and front-end sensors. The front end sensors helps
in the collection and transmission data to the back
end systems that is overhauled and the back end
nodes transmits information to back end control
system. When the M2M networks are attacked,
the terminals it is associated with becomes
affected and the network is eventually paralyzed
and cannot function. The security issues of M2M
are attracting many concerns as the encounter of
several attacks, hence, the need for an elaborate
forensic expertise arises. Network security
architectures and protocols are evolving to
counteract the challenges experienced by
emerging networks. This evolution is key in the
unauthorized access prevention leading to
security improvement [18].
5G – Even though, the specifications of the 5G is
still not finalized, but the technology is expected
to be the fastest speed as high as 10Gbps. The
new technology would lead to ultra-low latency
applications, high volume data rate applications,
network of network applications. Real time threat
detection and network isolation are going to be a
big challenge for 5G networks. Interoperability
and diversity in networks increase attack surface
and motivation of attacks. Forensics of such a
superfast network would be a nightmare for the
experts in coming years. [31]
IoT - The development and advancement of the
Internet and other smart electronic systems have
led to the emergence of computing prototypes
such the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT has
been considered as the future of Internet works
with other emerging networks such as M2M

communication
and
Radio
Frequency
Identification (RFID). IoT has the primary
mandate of adequately securing data exchange
between real world applications and devices. The
paradigm of digital forensics in line of Internet of
Things is challenging and diverse and the
traditional model of forensics does not adequately
address the recent IoT environment [19].
3.2 Preliminaries of Network Security and
Forensics.
Intrusion detection and prevention systems are
used to monitor network traffic and activities of
the network system for any malicious activities.
Intrusion prevention system takes action by
sending an alarm, resetting connection, dropping
malicious packets or blocking traffic from any
offensive IP addresses. Intrusion prevention
System (IPS) is also essential in cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) errors correction,
eliminating extra features and network layer
options as well as unnecessary packet streams
[18].
Honeypots and Forensics - With the rise of cyberattacks, Honeypots have been considered one of
the best in network crime forensics, warm attack
detection and other aspects of active defense
methods. A honey pot is a trap network that is
static and is effective for attackers who are
reckless. When the attackers are however aware
of the existence of the honey pot, their
functionality becomes degraded. In order to
increase the functionality and persuasiveness of
the Honeypots, the behaviors of the attackers need
to be collected and stored in a safe place [11].
Honeypots are copies of the real servers and are
often used to simulate real service through the
coordination of various modules. These modules
include data acquisition module, remote storage
module, detection module and implementation
module. Data acquisition module captures and
collects the activities of intruders or attackers.
The remote storage module in the other hand
backs up the network system remotely and
captures data to the log servers and keeps the
information without any further modification.
Detection module protects the host and records
the invasion process. Implementation module on
the other hand is used in the simulation and
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protection of the host and prevents attacks from
any intruders.
Surveillance and Vulnerability Scanning - During
a forensic event, the surveillance and
vulnerability scanning systems are usually not
stored through the SIEM system. Surveillance &
vulnerability systems are potential parameters in
attacks minimization via firewall rule adaptations
or alterations. The above mentioned preliminaries
of network security and forensics helps in the
detection of all network anomalies and are useful
in the identification of all the attackers. After the
attackers have been traced by these systems
network forensics then follows. This process
experiences challenges such as the loss lag of
network forensics and to some extent even loss of
evidence. Attack detection needs to be integrated
with network forensics in order to improve the
timeliness of forensics after the detection of
attackers.
Attack Detection Process - During the attack, the
network defense system sends out attack alerts.
Such alert information needs to be collected in
order to identify the exact location. Access
authority is then sought and the behaviors of the
attackers analyzed according to their path and
finally their operations intercepted and the
information of the attackers recorded. The main
attack detection process includes sending a
request to the URL that has been accessed to
request the collection of data information,
recording the results of traffic anomalies and the
actual suspicious traffic, analysis of the obtained
suspicious traffic and then accessing the relevant
static resources. The behaviors of the attackers are
then analyzed and finally the interception and
recording of the information will help in the
network criminal forensics process [4].

collection. This layer helps in the preservation of
documents relevant to a specific network and that,
which is readable in terms of images and text data.
With such a module, it is easy to extract
information for network forensics.
Another module that can be designed is the data
analysis layer. It analyzes network contents from
the content crawling layer. It extracts and displays
information that is useful and related to the
attackers and finally helps in the compilation of a
report of evidence. Forensics implementation
layer is an additional module that is significant in
the adjustment of the evidence collection stability
and flexibility and it modifies the acquisition of
information and filters them in order to simulate
the login rules [7].
During network forensics process, after the design
and compilation of the layers in the forensics
analysis modules, the network forensic analysis
needs to finish the collection of data, collection of
information, analysis of the collected data and
ultimately
and
most
importantly
the
implementation of the forensics process [8]. A
waterfall model which has been commonly
followed in forensics has various steps –
Preparation, Detection, Collection, Preservation,
Examination,
Analysis,
Investigation,
Presentation and Incident response. Feedback
from steps examination, analysis and presentation
can be used for improvement of network security,
tools used etc. Figure 2 depicts the process of
network forensics.

3.3 Network Forensics Process
Demand for evidences collection is changeable in
the process of network forensics. For one to meet
such demand, composition of network forensic
modules has to be designed. This can be done
through network data, which records the process
of network communication evidence collection
and binary network data packets preservation.
Content crawling network is one module that can
be designed in meeting the demand of data

Figure 2 – Network forensics process
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3.4 Network Forensics Analysis Tools (NFAT)
Network Forensic Analysis Tools (NFATs) are
essential forensic tools used in the collection of
data and aggregation of data form various security
tools. They function in IP security provision,
inside and outside network attack detection, data
recovery, risk analysis, attack patterns detection,
future attacks prediction and detection of
anomalies in the network system. The main
properties of network forensics analysis tools
include collection of information [6].
Some of the network forensics analysis tools
include but are not limited to NetIntercept, which
collects and analyzes bundles of traffic, Iris,
which collects data from the Internet, then
reassembles them and reconstructs the actual text
from the session. NetDetector is another NFATs
that capture the attack, integrates signature
anomalies and reconstructs the actual text from
the session [10]. NetDetector also supports
network interfaces and analyzes report on
network traffic. Silent Runner is a network
forensic tool that primarily focuses on inside
threats and analyzes the threats in a three
dimension on the network in order to monitor all
the packets passing through a specific network.
Other network forensic tools include NetWitness,
NetworkMinor, and NetStumbler etc [9].
3.5 Literature survey evaluation on Network
Forensic approaches
Evidence Graphs for Network Forensics Analysis
[21], is a technique for network forensics analysis
which includes manipulation, effective evidence
presentation and automated reasoning. Also
included is an evidence graph which facilitates the
presentation and manipulation of intrusion
evidence. Automated evidence analysis has an
ordered hierarchical reasoning framework that
includes local and global reasoning. Local
reasoning aims to infer the roles of suspicious
hosts from local observations. Global Reasoning
aims to identify group of strongly correlated hosts
in the attack and derive their relationships. Most
comprehensive and sophisticated step is the
analysis step. More realistic experiments and
investigate methods to automate the process for
hypothesizing missing evidence and validating
hypotheses are needed in the model in local and

global reasoning process as mentioned by the
authors.
Step by step framework [22], has detailed about
merging the previous frameworks to form a
reasonably complete framework that groups all
the existing processes into three stages preparation, investigation and presentation. They
are implemented as guidelines in network
forensics. The aim of the framework is to
establish guideline of what steps should be
followed in a forensic process. However, it looks
to be difficult in understanding how the
framework addresses all phases of network
forensics as it lacks clarification in many places.
Forensics Zachman (FORZA) [23] depicts a
framework that focuses on the legal rules and
participants in the organization rather than
technical procedures. The framework tries to
solve complex problems by integrating answers
for the queries why (the motivation), what (the
data attributes), who (the people involved), where
(the location), how (the procedures) and when
(the time) questions. Framework also includes
eight rules namely case leader, legal advisor,
system or business owner, security or system
architect or auditor, digital forensic specialist,
digital forensic analyst, digital forensic
investigator or system administrator or operator
and legal prosecutor. Framework is human
dependent and requires more tools to conduct
network forensic analysis in order to provide
accurate results in investigation phase.
Two-dimensional
evidence
reliability
amplification process model [24], it consists of
sixteen sub-phases and they are then grouped in
to five main phases namely initializing, evidence
collection, evidence examination or analysis,
presentation and case termination. All phases of
the model are explained in detail by identifying
the roles of the inspector and manager in each
phase. The model aims to provide answers to
common cybercrime queries, however it doesn’t
focus on intention and strategic analysis (why and
how questions). It has much similarity with
incident response and computer forensics. Both
presents a common process model for incident
response and computer forensics to improve the
investigation phase. The model includes steps
grouped into three main phases consisting of pre
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analysis (detection of incidents, initial response
and formulation of response strategy), analysis
(live response, data recovery, forensic
duplication,
harvesting,
reduction
and
organization), and post analysis (report and
resolution). Standard methods of detecting and
collecting evidence doesn’t exist, which produces
insignificant evidence and it affects the accuracy
of the incident response as well.
Digital forensics investigation procedure model
[25], it consists of ten phases with investigation
preparation, classifying cybercrime & deciding
investigation priority, investigating damaged
(victims) digital crime scene, criminal profiling
consultant and analysis, tracking suspects,
investigating injurer digital crime scene,
beckoning suspect, writing criminal profiling and
reporting. Model presents block diagram without
any technical details or process to manipulate

with all these phases. Main focus was on the
number and the type of the network forensics
phase rather than how they works and how they
conduct outcomes.
Categorization of investigation procedure was
done [26] to group and merge the similar
processes in five phases that provide the same
outcome. The phases lists: Phase-1 (preparation),
Phase-2 (collection & preservation), Phase-3
(analysis & examination), Phase-4 (presentation
& reporting) and Phase-5 (publishing the case).
Also proposes a mapping process of digital
forensic investigation process model to eradicate
the redundancy of the process involved in the
model and standardize the terms used in achieving
the investigation goal.

Table 1: Literature survey on Network Forensic approaches

Author

Proposed work

Advantages

Disadvantages

Stephenson et.
al 2003

Forensics Zach man
(FORZA)

The framework could solve complex problems
by integrating answers for the queries why
(motivation factor), what (data attributes), who
(people involved), where (location), how
(procedures) and when (time) questions.

Kohn et. al 2006

Step-by-step
framework

Khatir et. al
2008

Two-dimensional
evidence reliability
amplification
process.
Digital forensics
investigation
procedure model

It reasonably has complete framework which
groups all existing processes in to three stages
like preparation, investigation and presentation,
which are implemented as guidelines in
Network forensics.
Consists of 16 sub phases and are grouped
them in to five main phases. This methodology
aims to provide answers to most of cybercrime
queries.
Contains ten phases. This model shows block
diagram without technical details or methods to
manipulate with these phases.

It is human dependent.
Requires many tools to
conduct network forensic
analysis in order to deliver
accurate results in
investigation phase.
Clarity of understanding how
framework addresses all the
phases of network forensics
in main stages is a bit
difficult.
No standard method of
detection and collection of
evidence exists, it affects the
accuracy of incident response.
Main focus deviated from
how the phases work and how
they
organize the outcomes.
Rather it focused on the
volume and the type of
network forensics phases.
Little bit of unclarity on
grouping and merging the
various process and arriving
at 5 processes.

Yong-Dal et. al
2008

Rahayu et. al
2008

categorization of
investigation
process

Wei et. al 2010

Evidence graphs for
Network Forensics
Analysis

proposes a mapping process of digital forensic
investigation process model to eradicate the
redundancy of the process involved in the
model and standardize the terms used in
achieving the investigation goal.
It includes effective evidence presentation,
automated reasoning and manipulation of
intrusion evidence with a graph.

The model needs to be
refined in both native and
global reasoning process with
more representative
experiments.
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4 CONCLUSION
Network forensics is the scientific process that
ensures investigation of attacks that are
performed in network or network devices. The
significantly surfacing problem in emerging
networks is the constant change of the crime
scene. An increase in the advancement of
technology attracts network revolution that calls
for effective methods for monitoring and control
of security and forensics. This paper effectively
addressed how network forensic mechanisms can
be used to eradicate network security attacks. The
researches failed to deal with the concerns raised
by the emergence of new networks such as M2M
and IoT as per the advancement of improved
network forensics essential in handling the
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ABSTRACT
KEYWORDS
Active work is being done to create and develop
quantum computers. Traditional digital signature
systems that are used in practice are vulnerable to
quantum computers attacks. The security of these
systems is based on the problem of factoring large
numbers and calculating discrete logarithms.
Scientists are working on the development of
alternatives to RSA, which are protected from attacks
by quantum computer.
One of the alternatives are hash based digital
signature schemes. In the article hash based one-time
signatures are considered, their analysis and
comparison are done. It is shown that, using
Winternitz one-time signature scheme, the length of
the signature and of the keys is substantially reduced.
But also this scheme has disadvantages, in the case of
generating keys, creating a signature and verifying a
signature, one-way function should be used much
more times, then in Lamport signature scheme. So,
must be paid serious attention at the choice of this
function, it should be quickly executed and safe.

Cryptography, quantum, hash based, signature,
secure.
1 INTRODUCTION
Active work is being done to create and develop
quantum computers. Google Corporation, NASA
and the Universities Space Research Association
(USRA) have teamed up with DWAFE, the
manufacturer of quantum processors. D-Wave
2X is a quantum processor that contains 2,048
physical qubits. 1152 qubits are used to perform
calculations. Google is working on releasing the
new CPU.
20-qubit processor, is currently undergoing tests,
and the company appears to be on schedule to
have its working 49-qubit chip ready by the end
of 2017 as promised. Until it began trialing the
20-qubit chip, Google’s most powerful quantum
chip was the 9-qubit effort from 2015[1].
Each additional qubit doubles the data search
area, so the calculation speed is significantly.
Quantum computers will be able to break most,
if not absolutely all conventional cryptosystems,
that are widely used in practice.
So traditional digital signature systems that are
used in practice are vulnerable to quantum
computers attacks. The security of these systems
is based on the problem of factoring large
numbers and calculating discrete logarithms.
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Some cryptosystems for example RSA system
with four thousand bit keys are considered useful
to protect information from classic computers
attacks, but are absolutely not safe against
attacks implemented using quantum computers.
RSA cryptosystem is used in many products on
different platforms and in different areas. To
date, this cryptosystem is integrated into many
commercial products, the number of which is
growing every day. RSA system is also widely
used in operating systems from Microsoft,
Apple, Sun, and Novell. In hardware
performance RSA algorithm is used in secure
phones, Ethernet, network cards, smart cards,
and is also widely used in the cryptographic
hardware.
Along with this, the algorithm is a part of the
underlying
protocols
protected
Internet
communications, including S / MIME, SSL and
S / WAN, and is also used in many
organizations, for example, government, banks,
most corporations, public laboratories and
universities. RSA BSAFE encryption technology
is used approximately by 500 million users
worldwide.
Since in encryption technology is mostly used
the RSA algorithm, it can be considered one of
the most common public key cryptosystems
being

developed together with the development of the
Internet.
On this basis the RSA destruction will entail
easy hacking of most products that can grow into
a complete chaos [2].
Quantum computer can break RSA using Shor’s
algorithm.
2 SHOR’S ALGORITHM
In 1994, mathematician Peter Shore invented the
first quantum algorithm, which could potentially
have practical application. Shor's algorithm is
designed for the factorization of numbers, that is,
their factorization into prime factors. The
factorization of numbers is one of the tasks with
which traditional computers cope with great
difficulty. The larger the number, the longer it
takes to determine its multipliers. Also the
number of steps necessary to factorize a number
of known algorithms exponentially grows with
each additional bit and quickly crosses the
bounds of the possible.
The cryptography with a public key is based on
this property, which is used to protect financial
data on the Internet or in the electronic currency
Bitcoin.
To break, the RSA cipher, you need to know the
multipliers that make up the public key. Since
the key is a sufficiently large number, in order to
factor it with a conventional computer, it will
take years. When the same problem is solved on
a quantum computer using Shor’s algorithm, the
computation time does not grow exponentially,
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but much more slowly. Large numbers continue
to factor out longer than short ones, but not long
enough not to be factored.
Quantum computer allows us to factorize a
number consisting of N digits for N2 operations.
Scientists are working on the development of
alternatives to RSA, which are protected from
attacks by quantum computer.
One of the alternatives are hash based digital
signature schemes. These systems use a
cryptographic hash function. The security of
these digital signature systems is based on the
collision resistance of the hash functions that
they use [3,4].
Digital signature is a requisite of electronic
document, which is obtained by the
cryptographic transformation and gives the
possibility to check the true value of information
from the moment of digital signature formation.
Digital signature (DS) is used in many
industries. DS technology is widely used in
digital document management systems for
various purposes: external and internal
exchange, organizationaladministrative,
personnel,
commercial, industrial and other.

law-making,

Digital signature can be used as an analogue of a
handwritten signature or a seal on a paper
document. DS technology is widely used in
digital document management systems for
various purposes: external and internal
exchange,
organizational-administrative,
personnel, law-making, commercial, industrial
and other.
In the internal document management system DS
is used as a means of sighting and approval of
digital documents within the framework of

internal processes. Digital signatures are used to
approve the contract between several parties.
When building an intercorporate document flow,
the presence of DS is a critically important
condition for the exchange, since it is the
guarantor of legal force. Only in this case the
digital document can be recognized as genuine
and used as evidence in court proceedings.
The document signed by a reinforced digital
signature can also be stored in a digital archive
for a long time, while maintaining its legitimacy.
Digital signature is necessary for suppliers on
state and commercial sites. DS suppliers and
customers guarantee to the participants that they
are dealing with real offers. In addition,
concluded contracts become legal only when
signed by both parties. If there is any dispute
between the organizations, digital documents
may be used as evidence in court.
Security of digital signatures is based on the
complexity of discrete algorithm solution and the
large integers factorization problem. As was
mentioned above quantum computers will easily
overcome this problem, that will cause the
breaking of digital signatures, implying the
absolute failure
3
LAMPORT–DIFFIE
SIGNATURE SCHEME

ONE-TIME

Lamport–Diffie one-time signature scheme is
hash based digital signature, and represents an
alternative for the post-quantum era.
Keys generation in this system occurs as follows:
the signature key X of this system consists of 2n
lines of length n, and is selected randomly.
X= (xn-1[0], xn-1[1], …, x0[0], x0[1]) (1)
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(xn-1[0], xn-1[1], …, x0[0], x0[1]) ∈ {0,1} n,2n

is calculated hash of the message

Verification key Y of this system consists of 2n
lines of length n, and is selected randomly.

hash = (hashn-1, … , hash0) (7)
and the following equality is checked:

Y= (yn-1[0], yn-1[1], …, y0[0], y0[1]) (2)
(yn-1[0], yn-1[1], …, y0[0], y0[1]) ∈ {0,1} n,2n
This key is calculated as follows:
yi[j] = f(xi[j]), 0<=i<=n-1, j=0,1 (3)
f – is one-way function:

(f(sign-1), …, f(sig0)) =
= (yn-1[hashn-1], …, y0[hash0]) (8)
If the equation is true, then the signature is
correct.
For the verification f function must be used n
times.

f: {0,1} n {0,1} n;
To generate the verification key, it is needed to
use the function f 2n time.
Document signature:
To sign a message m of arbitrary size, it is
transformed into size n using the hash function:
h(m) = hash = (hashn-1, … , hash0) (4)
Function h- is a cryptographic hash function:
h: {0,1} *{0,1} n

4 WINTERNITZ ONE TIME SIGNATURE
SCHEME
So, in Lamport one-time signature scheme, key
generation and signature generation are quite
effective, the signature size is equal to n2 - is
quite large. Therefore, the Winternitz one-time
signature scheme was proposed.
In this scheme, several bits of the hashed
message are signed simultaneously with one
string of the key, thereby significantly reducing
the length of the signature [5-7].

The signature is done as follows:
sig= (xn-1[hash n-1], …, x0[hash0]) ∈ {0,1} n,n (5)
i-th string in this signature is equals to xi[0], if ith bit in
sign is equal to 0. The string is equal to xi[1], if
i-th bit in sign is equal to 1.
Signature length is n2 and during signature f
function is not used.
To verify the signature
sig = (sign-1, …, sig0) (6)
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Y= (yp-1[0], …, y0) ∈ {0,1} n,p (13),
where
yi = f2^w-1(xi), 0<=i<=p-1 (14)
The length of the signature and the verification
key is equal to np bits, and to generate the
verification key, function f must be used p(2w-1)
times.
The signature is as follows:
The message is hashed
hash = h(m) (15)
and prepend to hash the minimum number of
zeros in order to get the length of hash devisable
by w. Afterwards it is divided into p1 parts of
length w.
Figure 1. Winternitz signature

Keys generation in this system occurs as follows:
the signature key X of this system consists of p
lines of length n, the key is selected randomly.
Winternitz parameter is selected w> = 2, it is
equal to the number of bits to be signed
simultaneously. Is calculated
p1=⎾n/w⏋(9);

hash=kp-1,…, kp-p1 (16)
the checksum is calculated:
с=∑

2 − 𝑘 (17)

as c<= p12w, the length of its
representation is log2 p12w+1

binary

The minimum number of zeros is prepended to
its binary representation in order to get the
length of representation devisable by w, and
divide it into p2 parts of length w.

and
p2=⎾ (⎿log2 P1 ⏌ + 1+ w )/ w⏋(10)
p= p1+ p2 (11)

с=kp2-1,…, k0 (18)
the signature of the message m is calculated:
sig = (f^kp-1(xp-1), …, f^k0(x0)) (19)

The signature key X of this system consists of p
lines of length n selected randomly:
X= (xp-1[0], …, x0) ∈ {0,1} n,p (12)
Verification key is following:
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In the worst case, for the signature function f
must be used, p(2w-1) times.

Lamport Winternitz

Signature size is pn.

Key size

For signature verification

Using

sig = (sign-1, …, sig0) (20)

key

bit strings are calculated kp-1,…, k0.

f for 2n

np
p(2w-1)

generation
Signature

The following equality is verified:

length

(f^(2w-1-kp-1))(sign-1), …, (f^(2w-1-k0))(sig0) =

Using

= yn-1, … y0 (21)

2n2

n2

f for Not used

np
p(2w-1)

signature
generation

If the signature is correct,
Using

f for n

then sigi =f^ki(xi) (22), so

signature

(f^(2w-1-ki))(sigi) = (f^(2w-1))(xi) = yi (23)

verification

p(2w-1)

is equal for every i = p-1,…, 0
In the worst case, for the signature verification
function f must be used, p (2w-1) times.

Table 1. Comparison of the Lamport and Winternitz oneoff signatures schemes

In Table 1 is illustrated that in Lamport one-time
signature scheme (Lotss) the length of the key is
2n2 and in Winternitz one-time signature scheme
(Wotss) the length of the key is np. The message
length in Lotss is n2 and in Wotss is np.
When the key in Lotss is generated one-way
function f must be used 2n times and in Wotss
one-way function f must be used p(2w-1) times.
When the message is signed in Lotss case f is not
used at all, but in Wotss f is used p(2w-1) times.
When in Lotss case the signature is verified oneway function f is used n times and in the case of
Wotss f is used p (2w-1) times.
Because in Winternitz one time signature
scheme the size of the signature is significantly
reduced[8-10],
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np<n2, of course the length of the key is
significantly reduced, because:

(n + log2n - log2w + w)/w <p< (n+ log2n log2w+ + 1+ +w )/ w +2 (33)

np<n2<2n2

(n + log2n - log2w + w)/w <p< (n+ log2n log2w+ 1+
+ 3w )/ w (34)

Using f for keys generation
In the case of Winternitz signature f must be
used p(2w-1) times, and in the case of Lamport
signature – 2n times.

(n + log2n - log2w + w)/w is always less than p
(n+ log2n - log2w + 1+ 3w )/ w is always more
than p

As in the case of Winternitz signature scheme
the signature must be decreased, np<n*n p<n.

In order to make these numbers significantly less
than n, w must be chosen rather large.

In order to make the signature in Winternitz
scheme much smaller, it is necessary to try to

p1 = ⎾n/w⏋(24)

But in the case of Winternitz signature f must be
used p (2w-1) times, so when w is increased, the
number of using f needed for key generation in
Winternitz signature increases exponentially. So
this scheme is relevant in the case of Winternitz
signature, if the number of using f significantly
exceeds the given number in the case of Lamport
signature.

p2 = ⎾ (⎿log2 p1 ⏌ + 1+ w )/ w⏋(25)

Using f to generate the signature

p = p1 + p2 (26)
n/w ≤ p1 < n/w + 1 (27)

The number of using f significantly exceeds this
number in the case of using the Lamport scheme,
because:

n/w is minimum value of p1

p(2w-1)>0

n/w + 1 is always more than p1

Using f to verify the signature

(log2 p1 + w) / w < p2 < (log2 p1 + 1+ w )/w+1
(28)

The number of using f significantly exceeds this
number in the case of using the Lamport scheme,
because:

reduce the size of p.
Let’s analyze p

(log2 p1 + 1+ w )/ w +1 =(log2 p1 + 1+ 2w )/w
(29)
(log2 p1 + w) / w < p2 < (log2 p1 + 1+ 2w )/w
(30)
(log2 p1 + w) / w is always less than p2
(log2 p1 + 1+ 2w )/ w is always more than p2
p1 + p2 > (n + log2n - log2w + w)/w (31)
p1 + p2 < (n+ log2n - log2w + 1+ w )/ w +2 (32)

p(2w-1)>2n>n
CONCLUSION
In our analyses is shown that, using Winternitz
one-time signature scheme, the length
of the signature and of the keys is substantially
reduced. But also this scheme has disadvantages,
in the case of generating keys, creating a
signature and verifying a signature, one-way
function should be used much more times, then
in Lamport signature scheme. So, must be paid
serious attention at the choice of this function, it
should be quickly executed and safe.
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One time digital signature schemes are used in
implementation of Merkle signature scheme.
Before integrating Winternitz one-time signature
scheme Merkle, it is recommended to modify
one way function. An effective and safe one way
function must be chosen or created. This
function must be integrated to Winternitz onetime signature scheme and only after this, it is
recommended to use it in Merkle signature
scheme.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless network is an efficient solution involving a
robust security equivalent to wired network when strong
encrypton and mutual authentications are used. It
requires lightweight, dynamic and robust cryptographical
primitives to improve best security and performances of
a weakely protcted environnement. Unfortinitly, the
weak physical protection makes it more exposed to
various types of attacks. In this paper, we focuse on data
confidentiality and integrity to enhance the wireless
network security. To event the CRC32 weakness, we
introduce a dynamic DCRCn(M,G) that calculates a
chechsum of primitive polynomials generator. Then, we
evoluate the data confidentiality by a symmetric key
system founded on quadratic fields. This synchronous
stream cipher generator proves its robustness, of a weak
input secret-key, by its aptitude to regenerated
unpredictable primitive signals under the minimal
perturbations.

KEYWORDS
Wireless network, robust security, strong encrypton and
mutual authentications, data confidentiality and integrity,
dynamic CRC and synchronous stream cipher generator.

1 INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
Wireless networks have been very successful and
have been announced as the successor to the wired
local area networks, with the most successful
wireless technologies being WI-FI (local area
networks) and WiMAX (high-speed networks)

respectively based on IEEE 802.11 and 802.16 [3],
[4]. Unlike wired networks that enjoy physical
protection, wireless networks remain vulnerable to
security. Indeed, wireless network security requires
both robust and lightweight cryptographic solutions
that include a set of objectives in light of the
network's specifications. In effect, to enhance the
wireless network security against new and
continuous proved attacks, IEEE 802.11i developed
three protocols: WEP, TKIP and CCMP. As far,
CCMP protocol still the most recommended
solution that grants, in the same time, the
confidentiality and integrity of transmitted data.
Unfortunately, this protocol requires a strong
calculation power to run it. In addition, the
vulnerabilities proved on AES encryption algorithm
or that liked to error propagation caused by CBC
mode make its security in the critical situation.
These weaknesses define motivating vectors for the
new construction in this field. The main objective,
in this contribution, is to introduce a synchronous
stream cipher encryption that withstands to potential
attacks without affecting network performance.
Idem, we covet to improve robust security and best
performances of wireless network even in the
weakely protcted environnement.
Table 1. Notations

DA
SA

||

: Destination MAC Address.
: Sender MAC address.
: XOR operation.
: Concatenation.
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DICV
FCS
TSC
ICV
SSCE

: Dynamic Integrity Check Value.
: Set of natural numbers.
: Frame Check Sequence.
: TKIP Sequence Counter.
: Integrity Check Value.
: Synchronous stream cipher
encryption

2 RELATED WORKS
The WEP protocol is the first IEEE standardized
encryption solution whose objective is to prove a
level of security equivalent to wired networks. It
relies on a secret key shared between all the
equipments of the network. Hence, if given
equipment has been compromised, encryption of
exchanged data becomes useless; also, the adversary
takes a global view on the entire network thus
simplifying the replay attack. There are also security
flaws associated with the use of breakable
cryptographic primitives (RC4 and CRC 32) and
lack of physical protection [10], [11], [18]. The
EAP protocol is another alternative security based
on the architecture 802.1x that was introduced by a
global vision aims to manage multiple methods of
authentication (password, smart card, ...). It is
standardized by the IETF organization. In this
architecture, the identification of the clients is
centralized in an authentication server (RADUIS).
The AP access points act as an intermediary
between the clients of the network and the
authentication server. The authentication method is
negotiated between the clients and the
authentication server at the time of synchronization.
The 802.1x architecture defines the EAPoL
protocol, including the desire to secure
communication between clients and access points in
the context of the WiFi local network, whereby
communications between access points and
authentication servers are encapsulated in RADUIS
queries. To evolve the security of WiFi networks,
through robust encryption, the WiFi Alliance
announced the WPA protocol as a transitive phase
to the 802.11i (WPA2) standard.
The
countermeasures recommended by this hash
function are to create an integrity overlay against
message suppression and interception attacks.
Unfortunately, this protocol was broken in 2008

[12], [13], [19]. For robust security, in 2004, the
802.11i workgroup announced WPA2 as a powerful
solution that supports both encryption methods
(AES and TKIP). The WPA2 protocol appears as a
real solution for robust security, rather it is
restricted by the complexity of setting up in an Ad
Hoc network such as the WSN network. For robust
WiFi security, the 802.11i (WPA2) standard
announced CCMP protocol as a robust solution
based on AES encryption and control algorithm
CBC integrity. Admittedly, CCMP encryption (AES
and CBC) remains the most robust so far for the
security of WiFi networks. Rather, its application
space is limited by the computing power
requirements and the proven failures on the AES
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In general, AES key size
defines the most attractive target helping
cryptanalysis to find key recovery or preimage
attacks on AES. In this article, we highlight the
wireless network security by tow strong
cryptographic primitives: random stream cipher
algorithm and dynamic integrity check code
DCRCn(M,G).
3 DATA INTEGRITY
The integrity is one of the most important security
requirements to protect wireless networks. In this
section, we focus on a serious concern that aims to
affect the validity of transmitted information. We
evaluate the existing solution, then, we propose an
efficient integrity check code.
3. 1 CRC Principle
A cyclic code is a code whose words are obtained
by a permutation of a code word. CRC 32 is an
example of a cyclic code whose size 32 words.
Generally, CRCs are based on the use of generator
polynomials having particular mathematical
properties: primitive polynomials on the binary field
body with two states 0 and 1 whose perfect
determination of its polynomials see [1], [2]. The
choice of a generator polynomial is made as a
function of the volume of the block of information
to be controlled and of the size of the control
information that it is desired to add to the
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transmitted block.

The most commonly used

generator polynomials are:

Table 2. Feacture of the used integrity check code

Code
CRC 4
CRC 12
CRC 16
CRC 16
Reverse
CRC 16
SDLC(CCITT)
SDLC Reverse
CRC ARPA
CRC 32

Polynomial
x4 + x2 + x
x12 + x11 + x3 + x 2 + x + 1
x16 + x15 + x 2 + 1
x16 + x14 + x + 1

Feacture
reducible
reducible
reducible
reducible

x16 + x12 + x 5 + 1( This code is used in particular in the HDLC
procedure)
16
x + x11 + x 4 + 1
24
23
17
16
15
x + x + x + x + x + x13 + x11 + x10 + x 9 + x8 + x5 + x3 + 1
x 32 + x 26 + x 23 + x 22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10 +
(WEP, Ethernet)
x8 + x 7 + x5 + x 4 + x 2 + x + 1

reducible
reducible
reducible
primitive

3. 2 Michael protocol
Michael protocol is an invertible keyed hash
function used in TKIP protocol to calculate a
message integrity code of 64-bit [19], [20]. It takes
a 64-bit Michael key and an arbitrarily long
message, and provides an output of 64-bit Michael
value. Firstly, it implements a classical padding to
balancing the input messages to a multiple length by
4 bytes. Then, it exercises several operations as
rotations, xor operation, addition modulo 232 and
swapping in order to generate two keys of 32-bit
words. The outputs space is limited to 264 hash
values, which means, a dictionary of 264 outputs
hash values is enough to look for a preimage attack
on this code. Analytically, the determinist nature of
its internal behavior has been behind several attacks
as fixed points or packet forgery attack [20]. It
presents a higher level of protection (MSDU level)
than the CRC integrity check mechanism associated
with any exchanged packet.

Figure 1: Michael Protocol

3. 3 Dynamic Cyclic Redundancy Control
In general, the propositions studied make it possible
to calculate only one hash of a message by a
generator polynomial G (x) of fixed order (such as
16 bits, 32 bits and 64 bits). This characteristic
restricts the checksums space and gives opponents
more opportunity to exploit the weaknesses related
to the linearity of the CRC code. We aim by this
contribution to render knowledge of the encryption
protocol does not broadcast any information about
the generator polynomial used during a given
session. Our hope is to evolve the process of
integrity control with a dynamic advanced solution.
The goal is to complicate attacks aimed at falsifying
data stored in a database or over the network. Thus,
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we introduce a technique of errors detection of
dynamic degree which adapts with any generator
polynomial:
DCRCn (M , G) with n 

*

(1)

Our proposal is modeled as follows:

Figure 2: Dynamic CRC of degree n

After the segmentation, each MPDU packet
undergoes the dynamic integrity check process
(DIVC) specific to any communication session. The
degree of the generator polynomial G is calculated
at the time of synchronization between the
equipments and the base station or access point. The
control of a communication line by an adversary
does not disclose any information on the other lines
created in the same network. Objectively, our
solution strengthens the security of wireless
networks against multitudes of types of attacks,
notably attacks of replay, suppression and
interception of messages. Here, the adversary
should be able to firstly specify the degree of the
calculated generator polynomial between an
equipment and a base station, and then find the
primitive polynomial per session. For more security,
the primitive polynomials will never be transmitted
on the network. Their regeneration is carried out in
parallel in both sides by a generator of the primitive
polynomials [1]. In this work, the authors give us
tow fast programs generate all irreducible and
primitive polynomials over a binary field of a fixed
degree n.

4 DATA CONFIDENTIALITY
A stream cipher is an encryption algorithm that
encrypts 1 bit or byte of plaintext at a time. It uses
an infinite stream of pseudorandom bits as the key.
4. 1 RC4 encryption
RC4 is a symmetric stream cipher algorithm of
variable key developed by Ron Rivest for RSA in
1987. This algorithm works in OFB mode: the
keystream is independent of the plaintext. This
encryption algorithm is widely used in SSL/TLS for
Web security and in WEP for wireless network
security. It worked upon two algorithms: RC4-Key
Scheduled Algorithm (KSA) and RC4-Pseudo
Random Generation Algorithm (PRGA). At the
bottom, the reuse of the same original key and its
determinist behavior has been behind the main
security problems and limits proved in RC4 [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18]:


The length of the encryption and decryption key
is known to be 256 characters.



Even if the length of the input key is variable, its
length must be increased by 256 because
characters positioned in positions greater than or
equal to 256 will be ignored.



Key can be any length up to 2048 bits;



Redundant key;



Error propagation and no integrity;



Key must be as long as plaintext;



Insecure if keys are reused.

Figure 3: RC4 encryption
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4. 2 Synchronous Stream Cipher Encryption
CCMP inspires its robustness by its ability to
approve the integrity, authentication and
confidentiality of the information. To ensure replay
protection, it includes a packet number into tow
efficient contributions: AES block cipher algorithm
with a 128-bit encryption key and Counter Mode
with CBC mode [21], [22]. It is an unpredictable
solution providing excellent integrity control, rather,
it is demanding in computing power. Unfortunately,
several cryptanalysis have proved the existence of
security flaws on AES encryption demanding and
soliciting the creation of a new space of research
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The goal is to provide robust
cryptographic solutions. In this paper, we propose a
new random stream cipher algorithm founded on a
new synchronous stream cipher generator (called
SSCQF)[23]. It generates a binary pseudorandom
sequence
(keystream)
from
a
secret-key
KS   z1 ,...z N  where z i are positive integers. This
unpredictable solution constructed for improve
secrecy of transmitted data based upon the
combination of: Arithmetic of quadratic fields,
Linear feedback shift registers LFSRs, Primitive
polynomials of length eight, Congruence modulo
and Booleans functions. Our proposal relies on three
processes:
 Process I: it allows us to generate the initial
vectors from a secret-key of arbitrary length
K S  zi ,..., z N  where z i are positive integers
for all i  1,..., N  . These initial vectors don’t
necessarily have same length.
 Process II: the main goal of this process is to
balance these initial vectors to a given length
divisible by eight in order to construct linear
feedback shift registers. To highlight their
entropy, we use a random balancing function.
 Process III: In each iteration, this process filters
each initialized linear feedback shift registers by
the primitive polynomial of degree eight. Then
we combine each ith register by ith Boolean
functions to construct a random key stream. The
outcomes show it ability to regenerate the
unpredictable and uncorrelated primitive signals
under minimal perturbations on the initial
condition.

Figure 4: Synchronous stream cipher encryption (SSCE)

4. 3 Comparison between RC4, CCMP and
SSCE
The evaluation of the existing encryption algorithms
allows us to extract the black dots that affect their
performance and their security. In this contribution,
we have enhanced the wireless network security by
a robust, dynamic and efficient solution that ensure
the data confidentiality and integrity. The
comparison between our proposal synchronous
stream cipher encryption algorithm, RC4 and
CCMP is described as follows:
Table 3. Comparison Between RC4, CCMP and SSCE
Encryption
algorithm
Initial vector
Internal
Behavior
Length
of
Keystream
Length
of
secret key
Traceability of
secret key
Resist minimal
perturbation
Integrity
Confidentiality
Resist to weak
secret key
Correlation
between input
and output
Computational
power
Attack proved
Errors
propagation

RC4

CCMP (AES)

SSCE
(SSCQF)
Not
Dynamic
(unpredictable)
unlimited

Yes
Classical
(Array of
256 byte)
Limited

Limited

Yes
Classical(varies
between 10, 12
and 14 rounds)
Limited (can be
128, 192 and
256 bits.
Limited

Yes
(Strong)
Not

Yes(for weak
secret key)
Not (weakly)

Not

Not
Yes
(but
vulnerable)
Not

Yes
Yes
(but
vulnerable)
Not

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes (for weak
secret key)

Not

Weak

Strong

Middle

Exist
Not

Exist
Yes (CBC)

Not exist
Not

unlimited

Yes

Yes
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SSCE uses an arbitrary input secret key, idem,
inspires its robustness by its ability to prove an
unpredictable internal and external behavior.
indeed, our system influences by any internal
modifications (degree of primitive polynomial, the
length of the registers or the length of the initial
balanced vectors) or external (minimal perturbation
in input secret key, length of input secret key or
length of output Keystream). To reinforce the
integrity of the exchanged data, we introduce a new
dynamic errors detection system DCRCn(M,G) that
adapts to any generator polynomial. Here the
attacker should have the used generator polynomial
before attempting to attack our system. In addition,
the core of CCMP builds by a block
cipher algorithm (EAS) which can generate the
Keystreams of blocks length varies between
128,192 & 256 bits. But, NIST announced CCMP
with key length of 128 bits. Then, to encrypt
plaintext, it has to use a specific method to convert
this message into blocks of length multiple of 128
bits. It uses a classical padding function. This
behavior can affect the level security of this
protocol especially for the small last block to
encrypt. Unfortunately, it adds mote calculation
time in encryption process that infects the Quality of
Service (QoS) of CCMP. But, in our proposal, the
length of Keystream is dynamic then we don’t need
to balance the plaintext to a specific length in order
to run the encryption process. Our goal is to
innovate an optimized and secure symmetric
encryption algorithm. All these highlights are done
in order to enhance wireless network security
without affecting systems performance.
5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we have proposed tow efficient
cryptographic primitives for ensure confidentiality
and integrity of transmitted data in the wireless
networks. The first is a dynamic CRC able to check
the integrity of given information without broadcast
any information about the used generator
polynomial. Then, we have proposed a synchronous
stream cipher algorithm founded on quadratic fields.
This symmetric key system confirms the concrete
security by its ability to conserve the unpredictable

nature of each regenerated primitive signals. At
present, we are interested in proposing a new
mutual authentication system to evolve the wireless
network security.
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validating the digital information for the purpose
of reconstructing past events.

ABSTRACT
Virtual Environment Forensics is the process of
performing the digital forensics in virtual environment.
In recent time, virtualization technology has become
one of the most important and popular technologies for
individuals and companies due to its many advantages
like cost benefits for storage, processing and
computing resources. New techniques and methods of
cybercrimes against virtual environments are used by
attackers. Thus there is a need for designing and
developing new techniques and tools to investigate
various cybercrimes.
We have analyzed the computer forensic investigations
with respect to the vital role of virtual environments.
Vulnerabilities in a virtual environment and some
existing forensic tools are studied. In this paper, a
forensic tool to analyze the evidences left by an
attacker has been implemented. Further this tool
documents the evidences in a presentable html form
which can be readily used by law enforcement to lead
to the final suspect.

KEYWORDS
Digital Forensics,
Virtualization.

evidence,

law,

VirtualBox,

1.2 A Digital Forensics Model
For this project, we are using a stripped down
specific version of the forensics model which
includes the following steps as discussed below
[4].
1.2.1 Identification
Recognizing an incident from indicators and
determining its type. This is not explicitly within
the field of forensics, but significant because it
impacts other steps [3].
1.2.2 Collection
Record the physical scene and duplicate digital
evidence using standardized and accepted
procedures. Collection also involves finding the
evidences from various sources of a particular
system [3].
1.2.3 Analysis

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Digital Forensics
Digital forensics is the process of collecting,
extracting and recovery of digital evidence as an
admissible proof about committed crime that will
present it in the court of law [1]. The goal of the
process is to preserve any evidence in its most
original form while performing a structured
investigation by collecting, identifying and

Determine significance, reconstruct fragments of
data and draw conclusions based on evidence
found. It may take several iterations of
examination and analysis to support a crime
theory. The distinction of analysis is that it may
not require high technical skills to perform and
thus more people can work on this case [3].
1.2.4 Reporting/Presentation
Summarize

and

provide

explanation

of
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conclusions. The audience will be able to
understand the evidence data which has been
acquired from the evidence collection and analysis
phases. The report generation phase records the
evidence data found out by each analysis
component [3] [4].

Fig.1: Steps in Digital Forensics

1.3 Background
The organization of the report is as follows.
Section 2 discusses about the virtual environment
used. The section 3 discusses about the problem
statement and various modules of the project.
Section 4 gives implementation details about
various modules. Finally, section 5 presents
conclusion. Section 6 highlights about the future
scope that is yet to be implemented.
2 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Virtualbox
Oracle VM VirtualBox [5] (formerly Sun
VirtualBox,
Sun
xVMVirtualBox
and
InnotekVirtualBox) is a free and open-source
hypervisor for x86 computers from Oracle
Corporation. Developed initially by Innotek
GmbH, it was acquired by Sun Microsystems in
2008 which was in turn acquired by Oracle in
2010. VirtualBox has been selected as the
virtualization environment for the project.
2.2 Virtualbox Architecture

layered architecture [6] consisting of a set of
kernel modules for running virtual machines, an
API for managing the guests, and a set of user
programs and services. At the core is the
hypervisor, implemented as a ring 0 (privileged)
kernel service. The kernel service consists of a
device driver named vboxsrv, which is responsible
for tasks such as allocating physical memory for
the guest virtual machine, and several loadable
hypervisor modules for things like saving and
restoring the guest process context when a host
interrupt occurs, turning control over to the guest
OS to begin execution, and deciding when VT-x
or AMD-V events need to be handled.
In addition to the kernel modules, several
processes on the host are used to support running
guests. All of these processes are started
automatically when needed.
2.2.1 VBoxSVC
Vboxsvc is the VirtualBox service process. It
keeps track of all virtual machines that are running
on the host. It is started automatically when the
first guest boots.
2.2.2 Vboxzoneaccess
Vboxzoneaccess is a daemon unique to Solaris
that allows the VirtualBox device to be accessed
from an Oracle Solaris Container.
2.2.3 VBoxXPCOMIPCD
VBoxXPCOMIPCD is the XPCOM process used
on non-Windows hosts for interprocess
communication between guests and the
management applications. On Windows hosts, the
native Com services are used.
2.2.4 VirtualBox
VirtualBox is the process that actually runs the
guest virtual machine when started. One of these
processes exists for every guest that is running on
the host. If host resource limits are desired for the
guest, this process enforces those controls.

From fig.2 as mentioned below, Virtualbox uses a
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2.3 Snapshots
A snapshot is a copy of the virtual machine's disk
file (VMDK) at a given point in time. Snapshots
provide a change log for the virtual disk and are
used to restore a VM to a particular point in time
when a failure or system error occurs [7] [8].

the files that were changed.
For the tool to work, we need a clean snapshot of
the suspected VM i.e. a snapshot of the clean VM.
We then collect another snapshot of the
compromised VM. Both the snapshots are then run
in the forensic tool. The tool uses a hashing
algorithm to compare the two snapshots and as a
result, return the files that have been changed
since the clean snapshot was taken. These results
are interpreted and documented.
3.2.2 Modification
Attributes

of

Virtual

Machine

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROJECT
MODULES

This module includes removal of Virtual Machine
from the virtual environment (VirtualBox).
EventViewer and EventLogs are logging tools
within the VMs which contain information about
authentication requests, root accesses etc. The
VM_OS_Logs are log files generated by
VirtualBox which contain the machine state and
various parameters related to it. The forensic tool
that is implemented in this paper can be used by
the analyst to generate the report to be read by
Law Enforcement if the parameters of the virtual
machine are compromised.

3.1 Problem Statement

3.2.3 Unauthorized Access

To design a forensic tool to analyze the evidences
left by an attacker. Further this tool will try to
relate the evidences in a presentable form which
can be readily used by law enforcement to lead to
the final suspect.
The tool analyzes data stored in files and volatile
memory to scoop out potential evidences. The tool
also uses hash functions to compare files with their
consistent versions and will record the changes if
any.

This module includes finding details of the
unauthorized users who tried to access the system.
Using the log files the tool is able to read
authentication logs and match the timestamps to
find out under whose authentication, the changes
were made. The tool will also list potential
evidences and document them in an
understandable format.

3.2 Modules Of The Project

Snapshot feature of VirtualBox has been used as
an evidence in the project. Multiple Snapshots
shall be taken at regular intervals. These Snapshots
shall be merged to create a clean and a dirty
machine. These 2 machines shall be compared to
find the evidences and document them. The

Fig.2: VirtualBox Architecture

3.2.1 Data Deletion and Modification
Data deletion consists of the files that were deleted
after the clean snapshot and before the 2nddirty
snapshot. Similarly the new added files shall also
be displayed. Modified data shall include details of

4 IMPLEMENTATION
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following are the steps to create the VM’s and
Snapshots.
● Create a new Virtual Machine in the
VirtualBox using Ubuntu 14.04 as Guest OS.
● Create the virtual hard drive as a fixed sized
VDI file and stored it in the “C:\Users\Test\
VirtualBox VMs\Ubuntu 14.04” directory.
● This creates a folder named “UbuntuMain” in
the Vbox VMs folder. All the details such as
machine logs, snapshots, etc of the machine
will be stored inside this folder.
● Take a clean Snapshot (Snapshot1).
● Make some changes in the VM i.e
create/delete/modify some file or folder.
● Take another Snapshot (Snapshot2).
4.1

the machine at which the crime has occurred.
Analysis of these evidences should not be done at
the Suspect Machine as the evidence might get lost
or modified. The Analysis needs to be done
separately at the investigator's machine. Thus, we
propose a separate Acquisition tool for collecting
the evidence (snapshots) from the Suspect
Machine.
4.1.1 The Acquisition Tool
The Acquisition tool shall be used at the suspect
machine to acquire (collect) evidences. The
Acquisition tool consists of 2 parts:
4.1.1.1 Clone Snapshots

Data Deletion and Modification

The Digital Forensics process consists of steps
such as:
1. Identification
2. Collection
3. Analysis
4. Reporting/Presentation
Evidence identification and collection process
should be carried out at the Suspect Machine i.e.

A snapshot just stores the changes in a VM. Thus
it cannot be directly used. Snapshot needs to be
merged with a base before mounting it. This
process is termed as Clone Snapshot. It creates 2
vmdk files:
● UbuntuMain-clean: A clean VM before any
modification was made to the system.
● UbuntuMain-dirty: VM after some files in
the system were modified / deleted.

Fig.3: Folder structure of VMS after the 2 new VMs are created
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4.1.1.2 Acquire Raw Image
The vmdk files cannot be directly opened to
identify the changes. Thus they need to be
converted to Raw images. The 2nd step of
Acquisition Tool does this process of converting
the two machines into two Raw images. This
completes Identification and Collection process.
These images are then transferred to the
investigators machine for analysis.
The following is the procedure to convert Raw
images to VDI/VMDK format using VirtualBox

command-line interface (VBox Manage) [2]:
1. Suppose we have raw image of sdb device:
$ sudodd if=/dev/sdb of=./sdb.raw
2. Convert it to VDI format in order to use it with
VirtualBox:
$ VBoxManageconvertddsdb.rawsdb.vdi --format
VDI
3. Convert it to VMDK format in order to use it
with VMWare:

Fig.4: New VMs are created in the VirtualBox

$ VBoxManageconvertddsdb.rawsdb.vmdk -format VMDK
4. Convert between VDI/VMDK formats:
$ VBoxManageclonehdsdb.vdisdb.vmdk --format
VMDK
$ VBoxManageclonehdsdb.vmdksdb.vdi --format
VDI
5. Converting to raw image:

$ VBoxManageclonehdsdb.vdisdb.raw --format
RAW
4.1.2 The Virtual Forensic Tool
Once the Raw images are created using the
Acquisition tool, they are then transferred to the
investigators machine for further Analysis.
In the fig.5 the block diagram for the acquisition
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tool is given. Similarly, fig.6 shows the
implemented results from the acquisition tool in
the form of two raw images.

Fig.5: Working of Acquisition Tool

The process at the investigator’s machine is as
follows:
4.1.2.1 Create New Case
The investigator shall create a new case by
entering the details for the case. These details
include Case Name, Date, Location to save details,

Fig.6: Acquisition Tool

description of case and Investigators Name. In the
fig.7 given below a GUI for the investigator to
register a new case has been implemented. A
database of such new cases can be created and
stored.

Fig.7: Virtual Forensic tool (create new case)
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4.1.2.2 Select Files/Folders to compare
Investigator can now select any folder or file from
the clean machine and compare it with the file or
folder from the dirty machine. Hash is generated
for comparing the files and thus results are
displayed in the Results tab present at the top in
figure 8. Here MD5 algorithm is used in order to

generate the hash values. With the mismatch in the
hash values it becomes clear that the file has been
compromised.

Fig.8: File tree for Clean and Dirty image

4.1.2.3 Display Results
The results in the fig.9 include the list of added or
deleted files and the modified files. These results
can be exported in an html format report. This
report can be used by the law enforcement as an
evidence to lead to the final suspect.
4.2

Modification of VM Attributes

Modification of VM Attributes includes Removal
of a Virtual Machine from the VirtualBox
Manager. It can be done by using the following
steps:

Right Click on the VM --> Select 'Remove'.
In such a case, the evidence can be found in the
VirtualBox log files. The VirtualBox log files are
present at the following locations [9]:
●

Windows:%HOMEDRIVE%%HOMEPATH%
\\.VirtualBox\\Machines\\<vmname>\\Logs\\
vbox.log
● Mac:$HOME/Library/VirtualBox/Machines/<v
m name>/Logs
● Linux:$HOME/.VirtualBox/Machines/<vm
name>/Logs
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Fig.9: Results of operations

5 CONCLUSION
The attackers identify vulnerabilities in the virtual
environment through different tools. These
vulnerabilities can be used to violate the security
and plan an attack on the system and gain sensitive
information. The forensic analyst should have a
thorough knowledge of working of the virtual
environment and the storage of details in different
log files. The forensic analyst should also be able
to think from the attacker’s point of view [10]
[11]. If the intentions of the attacker are known
identifying the attacked location may be easier.
Therefore in this paper a forensic tool has been
implemented that analyzes the evidences left by an
attacker and document them to be used by law
enforcement.
6 FUTURE SCOPE
As the future scope of this project we would like
to implement the third module (Unauthorized
Access) of the project. This module shall make use

of "auth.log" file which gives the login details of
different users of the system to check if the login
was authorized or unauthorized.
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ABSTRACT
Malwares have become the new vector of cyber crime
and hackers are finding new ways to propagate these in
all available platforms. Hackers are using social media
to propagate backdoors to install it in victim machines
to acquire their important data and resources. In the
present scenario, Several automatic readymade tools
are available over internet using which any script
kiddies can create a dangerous malwares and victimize
his target. These malware generator are also have
categories & generations. It is important to understand
that, all the available malware generator previously
used in actual scenario of crime of steeling data either
in dark net or as a paid service. It is important to
understand the working and efficiency of such malware
generator . So, In this paper we analyze FATRAT, a
backdoor creator which is one of its type and
investigate the details with artifacts about it.

KEYWORDS
Malware, Backdoor, FATRAT, JPEG, Malicious
Image, Malware forensics

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years of cyber world, cybercriminals
are implementing new techniques to hide their
malicious code inside other files in such a fashion that
it is undetected by antivirus.. For it, they are using
several complex infection processes than the previous
one. As the technology changes, the new generation of
cyber criminals are now putting their steps forward.
They are now leaving traditional cybercrimes and
using advance techniques where the malicious payload
is hidden in encrypted files – which ever be the
known file format. There are several example over
internet in which cyber attacks or incidents shows that
attackers are using sophisticated techniques.

In September 2016, Cisco talos-intel identified an
exploitable out-of-bounds vulnerability present in the
JPEG 2000 image file format parser which is
implemented in OpenJPEG library and now identify
by its TALOS-2016-0193 identification number or
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures CVE-20168332. This JPEG 2000 is a file format which is
specially used for embedding images inside the PDF
documents. This specific vulnerability is so dangerous
that it allow attacker to write out-of-bound heap which
include the heap corruption and then arbitrary code
execution is possible [1]. In March 2016 Kaspersky
Lab, catch a malicious payload hidden in the PNG file
i.e. it is embedded with the PNG file. This attack starts
with a simple phishing PDF [2].
Such types of incidents shows that now images over
the internet are not seen as innocent. They now can be
a medium to compromise the protected system. The
attacker manipulate the images and these images are
harmless until a trigger or input is given in the form of
double click done by the user on that image which
immediately start a malicious activity [3].
Researchers of Sucuri in July 2013 reported an
incident where they found an backdoor present on a
site that which was compromised. This backdoor did
not depend on the normal patterns like base64 and
gzip encoding which is used to hide the contents
contained within it [3].
This backdoor is divided into two parts. Both of part
are functions in which the first part is a mix of
exif_read_data function which is used to read the
image headers and the preg_replace function which is
used to execute the content. both PHP functions are
actually stored its data within the EXIF header
location of a JPEG image.
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$exif = exif_read_data('/homepages/clientsitepath/

2. FATRAT

images/stories/food/bun.jpg');

The Fatrat is a massive exploiting tool [4]. It create
backdoor for windows, linux, mac and android. It can
bypass antivirus. It checks for metasploit service and
start if not present. It is capable of crafting meterpreter
reverse_tcp, start multiple meterpreter reverse_tcp
listners. It uses the fast search in searchsploit and
many more. The functions provided by the fatrat are:

preg_replace($exif['Make'],$exif['Model'],'');

Both functions are harmless by themselves. However,
preg_replace has a tricky and hidden options. On
passing "/e" modifier it execute the content(eval),
instead of just searching /replacing [3].On looking to
bun.jpg file, second part of backdoor looks like:
ÿØÿà^@^PJFIF^@^A^B^@^@d^@d^@^@
ÿá^@¡ Exif^@^@II*^@^H^@^@^@^B^@^
O^A^B^@^F^@^@^@&^@^@^@^P^A^B^
@m^@^@^@,^@^@^@ ^@^@^@^@/.*/e^
@ eval ( base64_decode("aWYgKGl zc2V0K
CRfUE9TVFsie noxIl0pKSB7ZXZhbChzdHJ
pcHNsYXNoZXMoJF9QT1NUWyJ6ejEiXSk
pO30='));@ÿì^@^QDucky^@^A^@^D^@^@
^@<^@^@ÿî^@^NAdobe^

This types of incident show that, over internet, there
are several freely available tools which are used to
hide the malicious payload inside the images.
FATRAT is one of them. It is a massive exploiting
tool which is easy to understand and create backdoor.
This tool compiles a malware with popular payload
and then the compiled malware can be execute on
windows, android, mac . The malware that created
with this tool also have an ability to bypass most AV
software protection .This tool is used to post
exploitation attack like browser attack, dll, bypass
AV, etc. In this paper, We compile the malware and
payload with the JPEG images and make it a
malicious image. After it, analysis is done in our own
malware analysis setup lab and show the result.

In this paper, we analyze the backdoor creator and
demonstrate the Practical approach which are used by
the security personals or researcher to find out the
hidden files or proving the presence of hidden data
inside the image.

1) Create backdoor with msfvenom
2) Create FUD 100% Backdoor [slow but powerfull ]
3) Create FUD Backdoor with Avoid 1.2
4) Create FUD 100% Backdoor with backdoorfactory [embed]
5) Backdooring Original apk [Instagram, Line, etc ]
6) Create Fud Backdoor 1000% with PwmWinds
[Excelent]
7) Create Backdoor For office with Microsploit
8) Create auto listeners
9) Jump to msfconsole
10) Searchsploit
11) File Pumper [Increase Your Files Size]
12) Configure Default Lhost & Lport
13) Cleanup

Figure 1 :- Home Screen of Fatrat [5]

The FATRAT facilitate the following facilities under
different section shown below:-
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Figure 5: Creator for different platform [7]

Figure 2: PawnWinds to create Powershell [6]

Figure
Figure 3: BackDooring for .apk files [6]

Figure 4 : SlowButPowerFull meterpreter [7]

Figure 6: Shell to bypass Antivirus [8]

Figure 7: Creating Listeners for Payload [8]
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2. FATRAT ANALYSIS
Using FATRAT, several samples are created using
different functionality provided and discussed
previously:
Step 1: Hashing : A Fingerprint for malwareHashing is used to uniquely identify malware. For it
Message Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) hash function is
commonly used.

Output : Presence of powershell.exe in hidden
mode detected Presence of Mingw detected but
failed during execution

Step 3: Detecting Packers with PEiD

Figure 8: Hash value of the sample

Output Hash :
456b283820a1e066c766f39ce6e941ac
Figure 10: Searching for packers

Step 2: Finding Strings:

Figure 11: Extra information of sample

Figure 9: Presence of powershell and mingw

Output:- Sample is not packed with any kind of
UPX, beside it on digging gets Magic literal:
PE32 executable for MS Windows (GUI)
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Step 4: Check PE Files Headers and Sections with
Image file header

Malicious crafted coded Image.:- There are
several import or export functions are used.
Same file but with Embedded codes

Figure 12: Image file header information

Final Output:
Target machine Intel 386 or later processors and
compatible processors
Compilation timestamp 2017-05-18 00:45:53
Entry Point 0x000014C0
Number of sections 15

Figure 15(a): Import functions in crafted Image

Step 5: Analysis using IDA Pro. In this step, we
show to difference of real genuine Image vs
Malicious crafted coded Image.
Real Image :- As we see in IDA pro disassembler,
there is no import or export funtions are used as it
is a real genuine Image.

Figure. 13: No import functions in real Image

Figure 14: No export functions in real Image

Figure 15(b): Import functions in crafted Image
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Figure 17: Shellcode embedded with image

Step 8 :- Analyzing the genuine Image vs
Malicious crafted coded Image in Hex Editor Neo

Figure 15(c): Import functions in crafted Image

Figure 16: Export functions in crafted Image

Step 7:- Opening shellcode
As there are lots of Import functions hide inside
the images and using on executing it.

Figure 18: Genuine Image header
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Figure 19: Malicious crafted coded Image header

During the searching of artifacts, we find out the
attacker IP and powershell in hidden

Figure 21: Other critical functions implanted in crafted
image

Figure 20: Artifact of malicious images
Figure 22: Memory function used in hidden form
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Malicious payload which is hide using FATRAT are
hard to detect & this scheme is generally used by the
criminal to act maliciously in other area. For it, they
generally used the various types of file format in
which JPEG is the most innocent one. So, the
challenges of scanning billions of image which are
crossing the organization borders, irrelevant to their
size, which are non-impacting anomalies are huge.
This provide an opportunity to the malware authors to
take it as a advantage and using it to hide malicious
code which leave an organization, stealthily send
commands to infected victim and transferring various
types of malwares across existing types of defenses.
So as a researcher it is required to analyze such types
samples and detect the images containing the
malicious content in the real time scenario.
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ABSTRACT
Steganography is implemented by manipulating data
within a carrier file, such as on audio files. Audio
Steganography is one of the techniques used for
transmitting hidden information by modifying or
altering an audio signal in an imperceptible manner.
These hidden files can be transmitted on the internet
without being detected or not stored in cloud services
to carry out hidden communication or agenda. In this
paper, first, background, techniques, and experiments
related with audio steganography are covered.
Second, different formatted audio files (.au, .ape,
.mp3, .wav, and .wma) will be altered to hide a
hidden message via using well-known steganography
tools. Third and last, this data will be transmitted
through cloud and internet via services such as
Facebook Messenger, iMesssage, Google Drive,
DropBox, and Amazon Drive to analyze whether the
files retains the hidden message throughout
transmission. After conducting the experiments, it is
observed that integrity of hidden data is retained
when the cloud service is Google, Amazon, and
Dropbox. With using Steg Hide tool, hidden message
can be retained when Facebook Messenger is used to
transfer the file. None of the steganography tools that
were employed maintained the integrity with
iMessage either because of incompatible file format
or because of not being able to retrieve the hidden
data. Overall, since there are differences among the
algorithms and input file formats used in the cloud
services, standardizing these services will help to not
lose the integrity of files when storing/transferring.

KEYWORDS
Audio
Steganography,
Steganography

Cloud

Computing,

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, sharing multimedia materials online
is a common activity. With so many media
formats are being used widely, this gives endless
possibilities and places to hide information. With

cloud computing in demand everywhere, people
are storing and transmitting information in the
cloud services on everyday basis. This
technology also creates an opportunity to
transfer hidden information through variety of
cloud services.
Different cloud services use different algorithms
to store data. People exchange different kinds of
files over the internet and also save them on their
cloud storage without even checking the
integrity of the files or have an understanding of
the storage/transmission algorithm. What if one
hide and send an important information in order
to save the bandwidth of their internet data,
would that lead to corruption in the data? What
happens to the digital signatures or electronic
watermarking of the files and more importantly
the integrity of the file or the message being
transmitted? These vital questions need to be
addressed. To answer these questions, a secret
message is embedded behind different audio
files (.au, .ape, .mp3, .wav, and .wma) and verify
which files will be successfully transmitted
through Facebook Messenger, iMessage, Google
Drive, Dropbox, and Amazon Drive. After
successfully transmission of the audio files,
observation of whether the files retained the
hidden message will determine the ultimate
success of the audio files transmissions through
these cloud services.
The rest of the paper is formatted as follows.
Section 2 provides relevant work in audio
steganography in cloud computing. Audio
Steganography concept and hiding techniques
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 briefly
introduce cloud storage techniques and
challenges bringing to digital forensics.
Methodology and the conducted experiment is
detailed in Section 5. Section 6 provides details
about transmitting of the audio files in the cloud
services. At the end, the paper is finalized and
possible future work is shared in Section 7.
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2 BACKGROUND
Number of studies have been conducted in the
literature for securing data in the cloud. In this
section, some of the recent recent stenographic
techniques that are implemented to secure the
data in the cloud will be shared. Mandai and
Bhattacharyya
extended
classic
image
steganograpghy technique by using another
technique to pock the pixels of cover image
where the hidden data will be stored.
Specifically, they propose a data position
scrambling PMM and genetic algorithm based
secret key image encryption method [1]. Mohis
and Devipriya created public key encryption
scheme based on a mediated certificate-less
encipherment to hide information in images.
When
different
clients
utilizes
same
arrangements of access control then this
technique can perform encipherment only once
for each information to decrease the overhead at
the proprietor side [2].
Murakami et al. applied dynamically generated
morphing images as cover medium to enhance
the security which do not require keys to decrypt
[3]. Ranjan and Bhonsle utilized AES
cryptography alongside information proprietor
control to internal or external clients for
steganography [4].
One of the closest study to our work was
conducted to see if steganography can be used
and automated using Facebook messaging
system [5]. In this work authors reflected that
Facebook Cover Photos can effectively hide
information to at least twenty percent capacity
using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
coefficient embedding algorithms. The authors
tried to develop a JavaScript Facebook
Steganography application. However, they
concluded that an automated, Facebookintegrated application is not desirable and
manual interaction with Facebook should be
used [5].
As can be reflected above, steganography,
especially audio, combined with cloud storage
services is relative new for exploration and not a
lot of work has been done in this combined
concept. Steganography and cloud storage have

advantages but at the same time they have a fair
share of disadvantages too. To our best
knowledge, at the moment, no forensic work
exist to investigate steganography and cloud
service at the same time for security breaches.
Therefore, this area needs to be explored since
confidentiality, integrity, and availability are
involved and cloud storage is still prone to
security compromises.
3 AUDIO STEGANOGRAPHY
Audio steganography is a type of stealth
technique that can used to hide secret
information inside of an audio file. The objective
of steganography is to hide the information and
provide reliable transmission of the hidden
information [6]. When dealing with audio
steganography
a
different
aspect
of
steganography must be applied. Avoiding
detection,
while
still
maintaining
the
resemblance to the carrier file is one of the main
goals of audio steganography. There are
numerous techniques and algorithms that can be
used to demonstrate these techniques of audio
steganography [6] [7]. In below most widely
used ones are reflected.
3.1 Least Significant Bit(s)
Least Significant Bit encoding is a very common
and simple technique that has been used as one
of the earliest implementations when preforming
audio steganography. The process of LSB can
embed data image in an audio and also can
embed audio data in an image file [6]. This is
performed by embedding each bit from the
desired hidden message in the least significant
bit cover audio file.
One of the main advantages of LSB is that with
this technique there is a higher rate of watermark
channel bit, which means that the odds of being
detected is low. Another advantage is that the
LSB is simple to implement and the complexity
is much lower compared to other techniques.
This simplicity of this technique brings
disadvantages such as low robustness [6]. It is
highly unlikely to survive watermarking
techniques via this technique because bits that
are using LSB provides no margin for error.
3.2 Phase Encoding
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Phase coding is the technique of watermarking
that substitutes the first audio segment with what
is called a reference phase. This is where the
hidden information is stored in echo hiding [6].
This keeps intact the rest of the file by
preserving the other phases between the
segments. One of the main disadvantages is that
there is not a lot of data that can used in phase
coding because there is a low payload for
embedding data. Also, with all the data being
encapsulated within the first block of the audio
file, this makes it easier for attackers to remove
the data [6].
3.3 Echo Hiding
Echo hiding encompasses embedding data into a
carrier signal by introducing a short echo. With
echo hiding, there are three considerations that
are utilized, which are amplitude, decay rate, and
offset. Using these considerations allow the short
echo to be embedded into the carrier audio file
with very little detection because the audio file is
edited to fit the added noise [6]. Advantages of
echo hiding are mainly the simplicity of the
implementation and also having embedding rate
low [6]. Disadvantages of using echo hiding is
that there is low security with this technique.
Also, there is more complicated computations
for detecting the hidden data, which might cause
to take longer to detect [6].
3.4 Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum is the last measurement to take
into consideration. This is a technique that
allows any steam of information to be embedded
at any frequency spectrum as possible. With the
simple process of spread spectrum, high
robustness and security are possible when
preforming this technique [6]. Disadvantages is
that the transformation functions can cause long
delays when applied to the inverse transform
functions that are needed in order to interpret the
hidden message [6].
4 CLOUD COMPUTING
National Institute of Software and Technology
(NIST) defines cloud computing as, “Cloud
computing is a model which provides a

convenient way of on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications and services), that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider
interaction” [8]. Cloud computing comes with a
lot user-beneficiary characteristics such as,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity, on-demand
self-service, broad network access, and measured
elasticity [9][10]. There are different kinds of
services and deployment methods such public
cloud, private cloud, community cloud, and
hybrid cloud.
The cloud computing incorporates three types of
services, which are: Software as a service
(SaaS): This cloud computing service provides
users to use software applications which can be
accessed through web browsers. Examples are:
Google Docs, Google Drive, and Salesforce. In
this service, users can only use the services
provided by this model through web browsers
and they have no control on its underlying
infrastructure such networks or storage [9][10].
Platform as a service (PaaS): In this cloud
computing service, users can deploy their own
software applications in the cloud environment.
The operating systems are already installed, the
users just have to install their own applications
on it. Users still don’t have the control on
underlying infrastructure such as network,
storage, servers, operating systems but they do
have control on their deployed applications.
Examples are: Google App Engine, Windows
Azure [9][10][11]. Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS): This cloud computing service provides
users to rent the hardware infrastructure like
servers and workstations and users in turn can
install any operating systems or software
applications on it. The service itself is very
scalable as the users can scale up and down their
requirement according to their needs. Users have
full control over operating systems, storage,
deployed applications, and also have a control
over few selective network components too.
Example: Amazon EC2 [12].
This work particularly focuses on SaaS type of
services. One of the important issue with cloud
computing as SaaS is the file integrity and
forensic analysis of the data located in cloud
services [13]. If resources of systems are
effectively segregated SaaS as this could provide
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a threat against data integrity [14]. This work
will shed a light on how cloud services handle
hidden information embedded on audio files.
5 EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS and AUDIO
FILES
Our experiment is based on testing different
audio files over different audio steganography
software programs to determine if the hidden
audio files are capable of retaining the embedded
message after transmission. This is implemented
by embedding the secret message behind the
audio files and verifying which files were
successfully transmitted through cloud and
internet services such as Facebook Messenger,
iMessage, Google Drive, Dropbox and Amazon
Drive. After successfully transmission of the
audio files, observation of whether the files
retained the hidden message will determine the
ultimate success of the audio files transmissions.
Before moving further and giving the details of
the experiment, the paper gives an idea of the
kind of files and audio steganography tools being
used to carry out the experiment.
5.1 Audio File Types
5.1.1 .au file
Sun Microsystems have developed the .au audio
file format. This type of audio file was very
common on NeXT systems and on early Web
pages. It was originally header-less, and was
simply 8-bit µ-law-encoded data at an 8000 Hz
sample rate. Newer versions of .au files have a
header that consists of six unsigned 32-bit
words, an optional information chunk and the
data in big endian format [15][16]. Open Puff is
able to recognize this type audio file format and
embed the hidden message behind the audio file
for steganography purposes.
5.1.2 .ape file
It is a file format for lossless audio data
compression. It does not discard data during the
process of encoding unlike the lossy
compression ones. File encoded with .ape format
are typically half of the original size. It is also
called Monkey’s Audio [17][18]. Deep Sound is
able to encrypt this type of audio file.

5.1.3 .mp3 file
MP3 is a type of audio file that was developed in
1987. The advantage to using this audio file for
steganography is the high compression rate of
1/11 while still maintaining a great quality, high
availability for the decoders, and low CPU
requirements for playback. The quality of the
compression is so high that it makes it difficult
to distinguish the results of MP3 range 160-224
kbps from the original material [19].
5.1.4 .wma file
Windows Media Audio or WMA is an audio file
developed by Microsoft. It is a part of the
Windows Media framework and it consists of
four distinct codecs. The original WMA codec or
WMA, WMA Pro, a lossless code called WMA
Lossless, and WMA Voice. WMA file is
compatible with Deep Sound for the process of
steganography [20]. AES encryption is used by
Deep Sound for the encryption of this type of
file.
5.1.5 .wav file
WAVE file or Waveform Audio File Format
(.WAV filename extension) was developed by
Microsoft and IBM. It is an audio file format
standard for storing an audio bitstream on
computers. It uses Resource Interchange File
Format (RIFF) bitstream format method for
storing data in "chunks", and is also close to the
8SVX and the AIFF format used on Amiga and
Macintosh based computers [21]. This format is
very common in Windows computers and used
for raw and typically uncompressed audio. It
uses the linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM)
format for usual bitstream encoding [22].
5.2 Audio Steganography Tools
5.2.1 OpenPuff
OpenPuff Steganography and Watermarking,
sometimes abbreviated as OpenPuff or Puff, is a
freeware steganography tool developed for
Microsoft Windows systems created by Cosimo
Oliboni. This program was the first
steganography tool released on December 2004
that has the following features [23]:
 Allows users to hide data in more
than one single carrier file,
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Implements three layers of hidden
data obfuscation i.e. cryptography,
whitening, and encoding

are not changed thus making the embedding
resistant against first-order statistical tests [26].



Extends deniable cryptography into
deniable steganography.

5.2.5 Xiao Audio Steg
This is very easy to use tool that uses only two
files as input, a text file and .wav sound file. It
uses any kind of file as stego file to be embedded
in the input files. It also uses different kinds of
encryption / decryption techniques such as RC2,
RC4, DES, Triple DES, and Triple Des 112 and
hashing MD2, MD4, MD5, and SHA Algorithms
through using password protected [27].

5.2.2 DeepSound
DeepSound is also a steganography tool and
audio converter that hides hidden message or
secret data into audio files. It also extracts secret
files directly from audio files. This software is
also used as copyright marking software for
wave, flac, wma, ape, and audio CD file formats.
DeepSound also support encrypting secret files
using AES-256 (Advanced Encryption Standard)
to improve data protection [24]. Furthermore, the
application also contains an easy to use Audio
Converter Module that can encode FLAC, MP3,
WMA, WAV, and APE and interchange to each
other.
5.2.3 MP3 Stego
MP3Stego will hide information in MP3 files
during the compression process. The data is first
compressed, encrypted, and then hidden in the
MP3 bit stream. This can be used as
watermarking marking system in mp3 files [25].
5.2.4 Steghide
Steghide is a steganography program that is able
to hide data in various kinds of image and audio
files. The color respective sample frequencies

5.2.6 Silent Eye
Silent Eye is a cross-platform software designed
for an easy use of steganography, like hiding
messages into pictures or sounds. It has a nice
GUI and has an easy integration of new
steganography algorithm and cryptography
process by using a plug-ins system. Silent Eye is
free to use (under GNU GPL v3) [28]. The main
features of the software are:
 Hide information into images and
sounds by using LSB Uses AES
128/256 encryption techniques for the
data


Capacity to hide text or file, zlib
compression of message, Drag &
Drop
The following table (Table 1) shows the audio
steganography software with audio files
compatibility.

Table 1. File Types and Software Compability
File Types/
Software
Compatibility
.au

DeepSound

.ape

NonCompatible
Compatible

.mp3

Compatible

.wav

Compatible

.wma

Compatible

OpenPuff

MP3 Stego

Compatible

Non-Compatible
as input
Non-Compatible
as input
Input and output
file can’t be same.
Takes .wav as
input file
Non-Compatible
as input

NonCompatible
Compatible
NonCompatible
NonCompatible

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to transfer and store files to check for
integrity, cloud services that are widely known
are used, such as Facebook Messenger, Google

Steg Hide

Xiao Audio Steg

SilentEye

Compatible

Non-Compatible

Non-Compatible

NonCompatible
NonCompatible
Compatible

Non-Compatible

Non-Compatible

Non-Compatible

Non-Compatible

Compatible

Compatible

NonCompatible

Non-Compatible

Non-Compatible

Drive, iMessage, Dropbox, and Amazon Drive.
Both decoding and encoding is done with the
same steganopgrahy tools after the audios are
transferred through cloud services. As reflected
in Table 2, with DeepSound, OpenPuff,
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MP3Stego, Xiao Audi Steg, and SilentEye
integrity of data is lost when the file was
uploaded on Facebook Messenger and iMessage
but Google, Amazon, and Dropbox were able to
maintain the integrity of data. Steg Hide goes
beyond these tools above and although it puts the
audio for an infinite loop still the hidden
information were able to get retrieved when
using Facebook Messenger. None of the tools
that were used were able to maintain the
integrity with iMessage either because of
incompatible file format or because of not able
to retrieve the hidden data.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Audio Steganography is a method that is used to
hide communication via embedding secret
message in an audio file. Audio files are viewed
as one of the most efficient methods of hiding
data because of file sizes. In this work the
question that was answered was whether the
integrity of messages can be intact while

employing cloud and internet services like
Google Drive, Dropbox, Facebook Messenger,
Amazon Drive, and iMessage. The purpose of
the experiment was to check for the file integrity
and corruption in the data since each service
mentioned above are employing different
algorithms when storing the dataset.
To achieve the task of hiding data behind the
audio files MP3Stego, Steghide, Xiao
Steganography, OpenPuff, DeepSound, and
SilentEye are used. All of the software are
capable of hiding secret message in audio files. It
is observed that StegHide is the most compatible
software when hiding messages and transferring
those using cloud services. Since there is
inconsistency among the algorithms used in
these cloud services and limitations on the input
file formats, there is a need to standardize these
to transfer files without losing their integrity.
As a future work, this can be extended to test
how these cloud services react to different file
formats carrying a secret message, such as
videos, images, documents, etc.

Table 2. File Types and Software Compatibility
Tool
DeepSound

Files
Format
.wav
.flac
.ape

OpenPuff

.wav

.mp3

MP3 Stego

.wav

Steg Hide

.au

.wav

Xiao Audio
Steg

.wav

SilentEye

.wav,

Facebook
Messenger
Unsuccessful
Accepted but converted into mp4
format and corrupted the hidden
message.
Unsuccessful
Accepted but converted into mp4
format and got corrupted. Looping
forever in the messenger
Unsuccessful
Accepted but converted into mp4
format and corrupted the hidden data

Google
Drive
Success

iMessage

Dropbox

Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file

Success

Amazon
Drive
Success

Success

Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file

Success

Success

Success

Unsuccessful
But hidden file
cannot be
extracted
Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file
Unsuccessful
Converted into
mp3 and did
not play.
Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file
Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file
Unsuccessful
Not acceptable
as input file

Success

Success

Unsuccessful
While uploading, file format changed
and hidden data was lost
Success
But loops around forever when played
on the messenger

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success
But loops around forever when played
on the messenger
Unsuccessful
While uploading, file format changed
and hidden data was lost
Unsuccessful
Accepted but converted into mp4
format and got corrupted. Also, size
got considerably reduced

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success
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ABSTRACT
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) involve
the collection or processes of gathering data and
profiling of publicly available private and public
sector information sources about individuals and
business intelligence purposes. These sources
includes internet and other social media
platforms such as Facebook, emails, twitters,
what’s apps for. Much debate and research has
been done on the threats, vulnerabilities and the
impact of the use of social media sites but this
study is to minimize bias.
Objective: To systematic review and
synthesis findings on current empirical research
topic on cyber intelligence and open source
intelligence profiling to identifying both the
threats and vulnerabilities on online social
networks for mitigation purposes.
Methods: A systematic narrative review of
research using rigorous searching on online
databases. The results were then subjected to
review using a quantitative and quality appraisal
tool and a narrative synthesis methodology. A
theoretical framework was developed for the
synthesis using concepts from the literature ‘The
Effectiveness of Neighborhood Watch’. A
Campbell Systematic Review
Results: The systematic search retrieved 18
original research papers investigating and
exploring the effects of online social media
technologies on open source intelligence
concepts. The use of social media were reported
as enhancing social cohesion among peers,
improving business opportunities as information
gets to customers quickly. Safe identity

experimentations, OSINT and cyber intelligence
social media gathering is especially vital in the
modern war on terror. Understanding terrorist
network topologies, crime data analysis and
mining, countering improvised explosive
devices. The study also highlighted potential
negative impacts and threats and the effect of
social engineering threats in SNSs, threats of
social networking and identity crime.
Vulnerabilities of HTTP header information and
cookies being sent to third-party aggregators as
well harmful effects of exposure to threats.
Conclusion: The systematic review has
revealed
extraordinary
evidences
and
contradictory concepts. It has also revealed the
underlining research challenges impacting on
open source intelligence. Due to the invincibility
nature of social media technologies, social media
platforms are constantly being used for social,
business and intelligence gathering purposes but
to ensure proper and advance mitigating
circumstance, further research is required to gain
situational awareness and appropriate counter
measure.
KEYWORDS
Cyber Intelligence, OSINT, Cybercrime,
Threats, Social Media, Systematic Review

1.
INTRODUCTION
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) involves the
collection, analysis and use of data from openly
available sources for intelligence purposes [13].
The advent of the internet and the
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electronic business websites have made it
between the private sector, the government and
possible for almost everyone to access and
the military over how intelligence data should be
transact businesses online. Social media
gathered from different sources. Some of the
platforms has emerged as an important strategic
challenges has been the gathering, exploiting and
open source tool for organizations to facilitate
disseminating the information gathered in a
communication with their employees, customers.
timely manner for the purpose of addressing
specific intelligence requirements.
Facebook pages and twitter feeds are mined for
business intelligence purposes and one fairly
Data from ‘EU kid online’ suggested surveys that
recent trend of change in our culture that seem
an estimated average of 15-16 year olds spend
bound to have an important influence in
about 118 minutes of time per day on online
intelligence testing, is the way that information is
social network sites. [17]. Hence are vulnerable
transmitted and received [9]. The study seeks to
to threats such as sexting, cyberbullying and
carryout out systematic review in the area of open
cyber stalking. Within the last few years there
source intelligence gathering and profiling and
have been lots of journals writing on the subject
how mitigating techniques are develop against
of cybercrime and cyber security vulnerabilities
threats on social media/network platforms.
and the potential threats it poses to individual,
businesses and countries. Internet access to
articles has also created a phenomenal number of
1.2 Systematic Review Questions.
hits for us to explore when writing or carrying out
a research. This has brought about the challenge
The main question being addressed by this
of building and maintaining the required skills
review are:
needed to use the variety of information and the
 What is the extent of the use of OSINT in
electronic media accesses available.
mitigating threats on social media platform?
1.4 The Need for OSINT Systematic Review
 What OSINT research topics are there to
address the threats in the domain of using social
To Individual and business, the amount of
media such as Facebook, twitters, and What’s
information
available
online
can
be
apps?
overwhelming, and the lack of awareness and
 What research approaches do cyber
expert knowledge can cause potential damages
intelligence organizations use in information
and lead to false belief in unreliable information
gatherings and profiling?
which in turn can raise potential information
 What empirical research methods do cyber
security assurance issues. The availability of the
intelligence researchers use in the domain of
cybercrime?
internet and the vulnerabilities that exist on it
makes it not unusual for the number of published
studies to run into huge numbers before they are
1.3 Theory of Open Source Intelligence
reviewed.
Open source has been in existence for many years
Some studies may give unclear, confusing or
but with the explosion of the internet and the
contradictory results, and at time they may not be
World Wide Web (WWW) has brought with it a
published in English hence, will lack clarity as to
number of cyber security professional and
whether it can be generalized into other countries
researchers publishing journals and articles on
system security. Every journal or article may
cybercrime threats, cyber profiling and
provide a little insight into the vulnerability at
gatherings.
hand. Therefore, the need for a systematic review
With the advent of social media and rapid
in the area of OSINT will provide us an unbiased
information transfers available today, a great deal
and right information. Also an unbiased
of actionable and predictive intelligence can be
information will assist in facilitating information
obtained from public and unclassified sources.
gatherings by means of transferring knowledge
The significance of OSINT has become a conflict
through research and publications, education,
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decision support systems and trainings to
The crime could be a Distributed Denial of
facilitate decision makings. The rationale will be
Service (DoS) where the perpetrator can initiate
to understand the vulnerabilities that exist and it
attack a remotely. Social media crimes can be
impacts on business processes using open source
committed globally but normally they are
tools.
reported locally hence, the issues of jurisdiction
comes into play and could involve the cyber laws
that exist in different countries or continents.
The perpetrator could be anywhere in the world
1.5 Aims and Objectives
and with access to internet will be able to commit
The aim of this systematic review is to access the
social media crimes irrespective of the gender,
effective use of OSINT to develop mitigating
age or profile.
techniques against threats and abuse on online
social media platforms for intelligence purposes.
The Primary objectives are:
 To investigate into OSINT methods and
techniques using existing literatures with the idea
of conducting reviews on online social media
platforms.
 To identify studies that evaluate the
effective used of methods on existing OSINT
tools with the view of generating and identifying
vulnerabilities and build threat profiles.
 To identify gabs in knowledge of the list of
studies that meet the required criteria for
cybercrime threats and vulnerabilities.
 To obtain a comparable measure of most
effective studies to review.
 To conclude on the effectiveness of using
OSINT gathering tools to mitigate risks.
2 METHOOLOGY
A systematic narrative review method of
research involves using rigorous searching on
online databases. The approach will be to
eliminate biases by establish eligibility criteria
using inclusion and exclusion criteria’s in certain
key word searches in the selection strategy. The
results will then subjected to review using a
quantitative and quality appraisal tool and a
narrative synthesis methodology. A theoretical
framework will be developed for the synthesis
using concepts from the literature ‘The
Effectiveness of Neighborhood Watch’. A
Campbell Systematic Review. [20]
2.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Terms

2.2 The following types of interventions will
be included in the review:
 Cyber intelligence gatherings of person
(contacts,
websites
visited,
types
of
conversations and languages used)
 Profiling to establish relationships between
threats on social media platform
 Cyber intelligences vulnerabilities to
mitigate threats.
2.3 Criteria for Selecting Studies
The techniques used in the study utilized relevant
research studies relevant to the topic. For the
purpose of the review, OSINT is defined as the
gathering of threats and vulnerabilities then
profiling them to mitigate probable threats.
2.4 Selection Criteria
 The review included published and
unpublished literature
 Search was based on documented
evaluations
 There were no restrictions to countries of
origin
 The evaluation were reviewed in English
 No restrictions on source sector (e.g.
academic, government, policy etc)
 No restrictions of period time of covered by
the evaluation (e.g. Short or long term effects)
 There are no restrictions to terms of years
(e.g. year of publication, study or
implementation)

Open Source Intelligence is often implemented
alongside other factors such as a particular crime,
jurisdiction, a person, a threat or a vulnerability.
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4. Search bibliographies of publications on
To address the review questions above, the
open OSINT
search terms will include narrative, qualitative
and quantitative research methods empirically to
identify the chains of vulnerabilities that exist on
2.6 Databases Searched
social media/network platforms and the risk
Resources used for the searches includes online
access spots. The techniques and procedures
databases, digital libraries and search engines
adopted to gathered, analyses and synthesized the
such as UEL Athens, Library Learning Services
research data will define the methodology used.
(LLS) and Google Scholar were access to search
2.5 Search Strategy
engines and repositories such as:
The objective of the review is the need to apply
 Science Direct
automated search to gather primary literature.
 IEEE
The following sources were used for selecting the
 eBook Library
studies and search strategies used to search were:
 JSTOR
 ACM Digital Libraries
1. Online databases (journals, reports and
 EBSCO Database and others
articles)
 SAGE Journals
2. Online library catalogues for books
3. Reviews of the literatures on using OSINT
 Emerald e-Journals
to develop effective mitigating techniques
 Cambridge Journals Online
against threats on online social media
 Oxford Journals

Figure 1. Systematic Search Method
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2.7 Search Terms
The following search terms were used in the
database searches:
Open Source intelligence, Cyber Intelligence,
OSINT, Open Source intelligence threats, Open
Source intelligence vulnerabilities, Open Source
intelligence gatherings, Open Source intelligence
profiling,
OSINT
threats,
and
OSINT
vulnerabilities. Social Media.

2.8 Types of Outcomes
The review focuses mainly on the impact of using
OSINT to mitigate cybercrime. The types of
cybercrime covered in the review are those that
OSINT might be able to reduce. These includes

online crimes on social media/network platforms
such as Face Book, What’s Apps and Twitters.
Extracted Evidence
Using pre-inclusion criteria, title, abstracts and
introductions were reviewed and selected based on
the originality, age, quality, peer reviewed and
statistically tested.
All included journals must have some cyber
intelligence gathering relating to OSINT. Search
that reveal all the titles that have internet, online
social and social networks were used. Due to time
constraints, non-English language papers were
excluded. Journals that emphasized on social
media or social networks without its online or
cyber threats, vulnerability, risk and impacts were
excluded on less they contain variables that relates
to OSINT.

Search Terms

Table 1. Search to Reveal all Threats Associated with Research Concepts

Table 2. Search to Reveal Papers Associated with Asterisk on Some keywords

Table 3. Search to Reveal Papers Associated without word ‘Develop’

Table 4. Search to Reveal Papers Associated with Questions Marks of some keywords and word ‘online’
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2.9 Search Terms Applied and Threads
Returned
The following search terms were applied and the
following threads returned:

Search to reveal all threads associated with
research concepts = 3386

Search to reveal papers associated with
asterisks on some key words = 1881

Search to reveal papers without word
‘Develop’ =1453

Search to reveal papers associated with
quotation marks of some keywords and word
‘online’ = 18

3.1 Synthesis Methods
The synthesis involves collating, combining and
summarizing finding of individual studies included
in the matrix table above [20]. The empirical
methods used in the review includes narrative,
qualitative and quantitative techniques to consider
the strengths of evidences as well as explore
whether the results collated are consistent across
evidences. The synthesis will then provide a means
of combining the outcomes of the number of prior
studies in an analysis that assesses the combined
outcomes or the meta-analysis of previous studies
to enable reliable conclusions to be drawn [20].
The study seeks to address the following reviews:

2.9.1 Search Matrix
To conduct a meta analyze using statistical
methods from the quantitative data collected from
the primary studies, the search matrix below was
developed to answer the key review questions
extracted. The empirical research methods was
used to analyze the findings such as narrative,
qualitative and quantitative review combined [15].
Odds Ratio (OR) were calculated for each of the
three evaluations and a weighted mean odds ratio
was calculated for all the studies combined. Then
the significance of the research to the review
questions emphasized in the meta-analysis section
below will be coded into using SPSS to generate an
Odds Ratio graph. Time did not permit me to get
and run the SPSS tool to the test results properly.

3 SYNTHESIZING REPORT
The aim of this phase is to review the individual
evidence regarding the various OSINT techniques
that are used to mitigating threats on social media
in order to provide an overall estimate of its
effectiveness in cyber profiling. The methodology
the study adopted was developed and influenced by
a systematic review technique that describes
synthesis as a process of extracting data from
individual research studies and interpreting and
representing them in a collective form.

3.2 Narrative Synthesis
The narrative review reveals a descriptive
summary of findings provided in the matrix table
required to interpret the collected evidence for the
significance of open source intelligence. Here the
synthesis answers the question as to what is the
extent of the use of OSINT in mitigating threats on
social media platforms. Four study reveals that
information abounds on social media networks
such as facebook, twitter What’s App. [1] [3] [4]
[22]. However two studies highlights results that
narrative review has revealed contradictory
evidence of threats of social wellbeing while
revealing an absence of robust causal research.
Whiles relationships between elements of language
in use of OSINT remains a core issue in both
machine translation and cognitive science in the
implications of the automatic translation of the
human language resolutions of lexical ambiguity in
machine translation. [4] [22]. Whilst three studies
indicate that use of social engineering attacks in
SNSs is affected by the characteristics of four main
entities: the SNSs (the environment), social
engineer, (the attacker), plan and technique (the
tricker), and the SNS user (the victim). This reveals
the evaluated entities and sub entities that affect
social engineering threats in SNS. [1] [3] [4].
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3.3 Quantitative Synthesis
The quantitative review focus on describing
commonly used methods of combining study
results and exploring heterogeneity imbedded in
the review framework.
Quantitative study
considers the size and directions of any observed
intervention effects in relation to strength of
evidence [20]. The review asked what OSINT
research topics are there to address the threats in
the domain of using social media. Six studies
reviews the relationship that determine the
theoretical framework and a survey of active users
were reviewed of behavioral patterns on social
networks. Personal characteristics and technical
efficacy of users show how users with high-risk
propensity are more likely to become victims of
social media threats. Also to mitigate risks, the
methodology used the concepts of the “Theory of
Planned Behaviour” a model from the study of
psychology that is used to predict behaviors.
Surveys reveals that of all the users who received
the application, only a few took action to change
the public-search option visibility from public to
private indicating users are vulnerable. [2] [18] [5]
[16] [23]. However, four papers suggests network
clustering and the number of non-person contacts
were a predictive of vulnerability. Whiles
modeling transnational terrorism groups, provided
knowledge discovery for intelligence analysis and
interdiction of plots as well as mining for
countering improvised explosive devices hidden
links in social media networks and prediction [5]
[9] [10] [23].
To review the question as to what research
approaches do cyber intelligence organizations use
in information gatherings and profiling, the study
adopted empirical methods such as narrative,
qualitative and quantitative techniques to consider
the strengths of evidences. The study then
combining the outcomes of the number of prior
studies in the analysis that assesses the combined
meta-analysis.
Four studies adopted narrative review approach of
researches published, semantic error processing in
WWW and applying wed crawlers and text bases
analytics to human trafficking online as well social
engineering. [1] [3] [4] [14] [22]. Three studies
used the qualitative approach to examine popular

social network sites indicating online users
community formation and increase belongings as
well as purposive sampling to gather information
[14] [7] [12].
With the quantitative review, eleven studies
adopted quantitative approach to determine the
scientific bases to study the behavioral patterns,
large sample size, incidence and frequencies of
occurrences [19] [18] [9] [5] [16] [23] [13] [6] [8]
[2] [10]. Four studies used surveys and quantitative
approach to determine public responses of
vulnerabilities and used questionnaires to
determine behavioral patterns as well as planned
behaviors of physiological models. [19] [15] [9]’
Four studies explored the concepts of social media
threats in relation to social network and identity
theft, advance persistence threats analysis in
cyberspace and malware vulnerabilities and threats
on social media sites. [2] [10] [16]. Considerable
evidence supports the changing human information
relationships resulting from the emergence and
growing dominance of the internet and www
looking at four studies to support open source
intelligence.

3.4 Qualitative Synthesis
With qualitative review, the study review three
journals that looks at specific groups and did a
purposive sampling using interviews and from
policy makers to review the paper. [12] [7] [14].
One study reviews the legal implications and the
criminal procedural laws that exists in relation to
OSINT [12]. Two studies looks at how open source
is use in information leaks and how use of social
media in human soft senses can assist in generation
situational awareness. [7] [14].

3.5 Meta-Analysis
In order to conduct a meta analyze using statistical
methods from the data collected on mitigating
techniques against threats on social media
platforms, the search matrix was developed to
answer the key review questions extracted [15]. All
evaluations in the analysis employed the same
research design to analyze the findings in the
narrative, qualitative or quantitative reviews.
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4 MEASURED OUTCOMES
The total number of data used to evaluate the
measured outcome of threat was (n=18), with
Narrative Review (n=4), Qualitative Review (n=3)
and Quantitative Review (n=11). To obtain the
odds Ratio (OR) for the analysis, the three types of
data collected requires different methods as the
outcome in each study measures the probable threat
posed. There were no evaluation included in the
review that provided information that is the
standard deviation to allow ORs to be calculated
from respondents that can be used from the mean
threat rates. Therefore the meta-analysis is based
on ORs derived from frequencies of threats and
probable risks.
The measured outcome of each effective impact for
findings in the narrative review based on threats
and risks is the OR. The difference in the level of
threats and risks may vary depending on the odds.

Poisson distribution to determine the ratio of threat
that may attack a user per day. If the number of
threats have a Poisson distribution, it variance
should be the same as its mean. However, the large
numbers of changing extraneous threat factors may
cause over dispersions, that is, where the variance
of the number of threats VAR may exceeds the
number of risks N.
The analysis was therefore adjusted to deal with the
threats of possible over dispersions that is greater
than expected variance.
The D = VAR/N
D increases linearly with N and was correlated with
N indicating the median number of threats in the
study.

4.1 Data Review
The OR is calculated as shown in following.
Before After
Threat

a

b

Risk

c

d

Where a, b, c, d are number of threats

For the studies, based on various data review of
threats and risks on social media platforms, the OR
was calculated from the log of OR (LOR) using the
formulae below.
LOR = Ln = (a2*d2/b2*c2) – Ln = (a1*d1/b1*c1)
Where a2, b2, c2, d2, are before numbers a1, b1, c1
d1 are after.

OR = a*d/b*c
The null or no effect value of OR is 1.0. To the
extent that when the OR exceeds (>) 1.0, it might
be concluded that the threats are possibly higher.
Also to the extent that the OR falls below (<) 1.0,
it might be concluded that the risks impacts are
possibly higher. It is also possible that some
schemes might serve to increase the number of
recorded threats and risks such as social
engineering, spam and phishing.
The Variance of OR is calculated from its natural
logarithm (LOR)
VAR (LOR) = 1/a +1/b +1/c +1/d
In order to produce a summary threat ratio in a
meta-analysis, each effect size (LOR) is weighted
by the variance of its inverse (1/V). This estimates
of the variance is based on the assumption that total
numbers of threats and risks (a, b, c, d) have a

BEFORE
AFTER
Impact
Impact
Threats
b2
Risks

No Impact
No Impact
a1
b2

c1
c2

b1
d1

d2

The Variance of LOR is calculated using the
following formulae.
VAR (LOR) = 1/a1 + 1/b1 + 1/c1 / 1/d1 + 1/a2
+1/b2 +1/c2 + 1/d2
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This method is based on comparing before and
after effects of OR on threats and risk. The method
was preferable to compare after and ORs only as
this would not control for pre-existing differences
between the experimental and control areas.

4.2 Individual Effect
The table 5 below summarizes the 18 evaluations
of included in the meta-analysis. The table shows
that 15 evaluations had an OR greater than one and
three had an OR less than one. Hence, in the
majority of evaluations, threats was associated
with a risks on social media platform. Four of the
15 evaluations with an OR greater than one were
statistically significant. The graph shows a clear
pattern of small positive effects.

4.3 Mean Effect
The aim of the meta-analysis was to calculate the
extent of weighted mean effect that is the odds ratio
(OR). There are two ways of calculating the extent
of the weighted mean effect and these are Fixed
Effects (FE) and Random Effects (RE). In the case
of the fixed effects (FE) method, each threat impact
is weighed by the inverse of its variance (1/VAR),
so that studies based on serious threats are given
greater weight than those based on minor threats.
The FE method is based on the assumption that the
extent of threat are consistent in the sense that they
are all drawn form a random distribution of effect
sizes about some mean. However, the nature of an
impact might violate this assumption and be
significantly diverse. One method of addressing
the problem of diversity of threats is to use the
‘random effects’ model. The random effects (RE)
method minimizes diverse threats by adding a
constant to the variance of each threat.

4.4 Fixed Effects
The table below shows that the weighted mean OR
for the 18 evaluations combined was 1.19 using the
FE model. This finding was statistically significant
as an OR of 1.19 can be interpreted to mean that
threats increased by 19% due to social engineering
threats and therefore the need to mitigate these
threats are high and must be control. Compared
with the risk, there was decreased by 16% (1/OR)
in the impact due to awareness.

4.5 Random Effects
The 18 studies were significantly diverse
according. Therefore, the RE model was used. The
weighed mean OR for the 18 evaluations combined
was 1.36 using the RE model. An odds ratio of 1.36
means that threats increased by 36% compared
with the risks that decreased by 26% due to
situational awareness.

4.6 Limitations
We should emphasize that the estimate of the
variance of ORs may not be accurate, while the
best available at present, are not exact figures and
may be slightly inaccurate. Therefore, there may be
some inaccuracy in the weightings used in the
meta-analyses. Due to time constraints, the
Confidence Intervals (CI) around the weighted
mean impact may be slightly inaccurate. It needs to
me worked on a little more to be accurate
statistically.
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Evaluation Table
Author & Date

Journal Type
Used

Best, Manktelow &
Taylor (2014)
Koops (2013)

Systematic
Review
Investigation
into OSINT
legal
Constraints
Information
Dissemination
Impact of
Victimization

Extent of Social
Media use
High/Low

OR

CI

Z

P of Z

2.23

0.87-6.53

1.67

ns

High
High

2.49

0.49-4.53

0.71

ns

Low

1.85

1.23-2.77

5.03

<0.0004

High

2.59

0.1257.52

0.96

ns

Low

1.47

1.08-1.20

5.03

<0.0001

High

1.75

1.38-2.22

4.61

<0.0001

Low

1.35

0.30-6.13

0.39

ns

High

2.850

0.66

ns

Low

0.10

0.1363.52
0.01-1.80

1.56

ns

Review

High

2.55

1.29

ns

Glassman & Kank
(2012)
Andress & Winterfeld
(2014)
Watters, (2012)

Review

High

2.64

0.6210.51
1.32-2.02

4.57

<0.0001

Review

High

2.55

0.27-3.11

-0.13

ns

Review

High

2.35

0.16-1.65

-1.12

ns

Giacobe, et.al (2010)
Brewster, et al (2014)

Review
Review

High
High

2.15
2.25

0.69-1.58
0.65-3.50

0.19
0.95

ns
ns

Eric Holm (2014)

Review

High

1.95

0.60-2.11

0.36

ns

0.75

ns

0.87

ns

7.25
3.36

<0.0001
<0.0004

Spence, Lachlan and
Rainear (2015)
Saridakis, Benson,
Ezingeard &
Tennakoon (2015)
Gulenko (2015)
Buglass, Binder, Betts
& Underwood (2015)
Mansour (2015)
Kock Wiil (2011)
Koop, Hoepman &
Leenes (2013)
Coyne & Bell (2011)

Risk
Mitigation
User
Vulnerability
Information
Dissemination
Counter
Terrorism
Legal

Krishnamurthy &
Review
Low
0.36 0.67-2.46
Wills (2009)
Algarni, Abdullah,
Review
Low
0.42 0.82-1.69
Xu, Yue, Chan,
Taizan & Tian, YuChu (2013)
Total n=18
Fixed Effects
1.19 1.13-1.14
Random Effects
1.36 1.15-1.61
Table 5. Summary of 18 Evaluations Included in Meta-Analysis
Ns = Not Significant
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4.6 Moderator Analysis
An OR of 1.19 can be interpreted to mean that
threats increased by 19% due to social engineering
threats and therefore the need to mitigate these
threats are high and must be control. Compared
with the risk, there was decrease by 16% (1/OR) in
the impact due to awareness compared with the
probable risk.
The weighted mean OR for the 18 evaluations
combined was 1.36 using the RE model. An odds
ratio of 1.36 means that threats increased by 36%
compared with the risks that decreased by 26%.

5 RESULTS
To answer the first research question, the findings
in the various review shows that OSINT has
revealed contradictory evidence while revealing an
absence of vigorous fundamental research to the
extent of the use of OSINT in mitigating threats on
social media platform?
With the research question (2) above, of what
OSINT research topics are there to address the
threats in the domain of using social media such as
Facebook, twitters, and What’s apps. Ten studies
revealed that threats and vulnerabilities exist
including Social engineering attacks in social
networks systems and are affected by the
characteristics of four main entities such as
environment, social engineer that is the attacker,
the plan and technique used to trick, and the SNS
user or the victim.
To answer the research question (3), Research
approaches that cyber intelligence organizations
use in information gatherings and profiling varies
and seven studies reveals some challenges due to
jurisdiction, legal, language barriers impacts on
evaluating legitimacy of reported data and
identified deceptions in the open source channels
to a verifiable effect. Whiles one study identifies
intelligences gatherings from different user
perceptions and their unwillingness to reveal
information.
The empirical research methods used by
researchers in the cyber intelligence domain of
cybercrime varies also widely with research
question (4) above. The study reveals that out of
the eighteen hits, narrative review indicated four
studies that points positively to the relationships

between users of social media and the probable
threats. But the narrative review was limited in that
it is based on the counts of users and simply not
enough in cyber intelligence gatherings. Eleven
studies quantitatively identified vulnerabilities on
the social media due to lack of user awareness and
it is clear from the research that profiling may be
effective in developing mitigating techniques
social media threats.
With the qualitative study, research reveals three
studies that identifying the narrow set of private
information that users really need to share to
accomplish specific interactions on social media
sites. However, according to theory, qualitative
research in cyber intelligence gathering may be
effective in profiling threats and migrating threats.

5.1 Conclusions and Future Directions
The review has classified research finding in terms
of the use of open source intelligence and the threat
and vulnerabilities that exist on social media
platforms. The systematic review has revealed
extraordinary evidences and contradictory
concepts. It has also revealed the underlining
research challenges impacting on Open Source
Intelligence. Due to the invincibility nature of
social media technologies, social media platforms
are constantly being used for social, business and
intelligence gathering purposes but to ensure
proper and advance mitigating circumstance,
further research is required to gain situational
awareness, to mitigate threats and ensure
appropriate counter measures.
The limitations in the meta-analysis were due to
time constraints as the study was aimed at looking
at the threats from narrative, qualitative and
quantitative approach. The implication for further
research will include lack of resources, conflict of
interest and inability to gather secondary data,
financial constraints and building trust from
individual sources.
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